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ABSTRACf 
Using American Optical Vectographs and a Disparometer, vertical 
fixation disparities were measured at near and far, with and without a 
leveled phoropter, on 19 essential hypertensives and 19 matched 
normotensives. These subjects were selected on the basis of age, normal 
weight and vision and were paired on the basis of race, sex, age, use of 
tobacco, and family history of hypertension. Correlated variance 
comparisons of the associated phorias andy-intercepts derived from vertical 
fixation disparity curves were made and a t-test for related measures was 
used to compare slopes. Y -intercept and slope data showed no significant 
differences between the groups. However, statistically larger associated 
phorias for the hypertensive group were found on all but one test. This 
analysis suggests that a relationship may exist between the magnitude of 
vertical associated phorias and the occurrence of essential hypertension. 
i i i 
KEY WORDS: vertical fixation disparity, vertical associated phoria, associated 
phoria, vertical muscle imbalance, essential hypertension, hypertension, 
high blood pressure 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is estimated1a that approximately 35 million people in the United 
States are hypertensive with blood pressures in excess of 160/95. When 
patients with "mild" hypertension (1-40-160 systolic and/or 90-95 diastolic) 
are included, the prevalence is greater than 60 million.2a Of that number, 
approximately 50\ have their blood pressure adequately controlled, but 
25\ Ia or more3 are not even aware that they are hypertensive. "Essential" 
hypertension is present when the pressure increase occurs without 
discoverable organic cause.'~ Approximately 90\ of all hypertensive cases 
are of this type.ta.5a Its diagnosis depends on finding that the average of 
two or more diastolic pressures measured at each of two different times is 
90 mm Hg. or higher, or that the average of two or more systolic pressures 
measured at two different times is greater than 1-40 mm Hg.2a Additionally, 
the diagnosis requires that causes for the increased pressure not be 
demonstrable. 
Heredity plays a major role in the predisposition toward 
hypertension.5• In addition, environmental, humoral, neurogenic, and 
vascular factors can all interact to alter blood pressure. A majority of 
patients with essential hypertension show increased cardiac and vascular 
responses to sympathetic stimuli. The origin of this hyper-responsiveness 
is not known but it may be the precursor to the development of sustained 
2 
hypertension.• b The mechanism by which hyper-responsiveness can affect 
blood pressure has not been fully explored, but a generalized increase in 
stress level may be the intervening factor. The effects of stress on the 
sympathetic nervous system which, among other functions, exerts control 
over blood pressure have been well documented.5b Shapero and Goldstein6 
·cite several sources of stress that are associated with hypertension including 
culture and urbanization, prolonged illness, natural disasters and 
occupational problems. Various relaxation and biofeedback therapies to 
reduce stress have been successfully used to treat hypertension caused by 
these and related factors.'·8 
In 1982, Sargent and Walls 9 described a unique project in which they 
successfully used ophthalmic prisms to lower blood pressures in 10 
hypertensive patients. These patients exhibited vertical fixation disparities 
(associated phorias) from 0.5 to 3.25 prism diopters as measured with the 
American Optical Vectographic 6 meter slide and the A.O. Vectographic 40 
em. near fixation disparity card (Sargent WG, Personal written 
correspondence, May 1986). 
To explain how the prescription of vertical prisms could lower blood 
pressure, Sargent has theorized that in all individuals there exists a 
sustained flow of electrical impulses from the hypothalamus to the extra 
ocular muscles but in some individuals, an ocular imbalance triggers 
3 
additional electrical impulses from the hypothalamus which partially or fully 
corrects the imbalance. He feels that the mechanism which is responsible for 
correcting the imbalance masks its true magnitude, but, at the same time, 
can cause systemic hypertension. 
To determine a patient's true vertical fixation disparity, Sargent 
believes that prior to actual testing, the patient must be relaxed and a 
rapport must be established with the examiner. The AO Vectographic slide 
with its various targets can then be used to reveal the true magnitude of the 
vertical fixation disparity (associated phoria) and the amount of prism 
required to correct it. The amount of prism prescribed is primarily 
determined by use of the A.O. Vectographic 6 meter slide's cross target with 
the central fusion lock (Sargent WG, Personal written correspondence, May 
1986). For individual patients, however, the prism amount suggested by the 
6 meter test is modified on the basis of results obtained at 40 em. and/or 
after varying periods of occlusion or retesting. Wearing prisms, the 10 
patients described in Sargent and Walls' study showed significant blood 
pressure reductions over a period of several weeks to six months and were 
able to decrease or discontinue their medications. Two out of the ten 
patients even required hospitalization for hypotensive crises. Sargent and 
Walls concluded from these results that hypertension could be reduced with 
correction of vertical fixation disparity and recommended that a carefully 
4 
controlled clinical trial should be initiated to determine whether there exists 
a causal relationship between hypertension and ocular fixation disparity.9 
In 1984-5. Walker, et a1.,10 conducted a project involving 19 
hypertensive subjects selected at random from the records of an optometry 
clinic. Each of these subjects had been diagnosed by a physician as having 
essential hypertension and was receiving medication for this condition. In 
addition, 19 subjects with normal blood pressures were matched to the 
hypertensives on the basis of weight, use of tobacco. family history of 
hypertension, use of oral contraceptives. race, age and sex. Measurement of 
vertical fixation disparity was performed using a Disparometer1 1 at 40 em. 
with the subject's habitual near prescription in a trial frame. Vertical 
fixation disparity measurements were taken with forced vertical divergence 
demands of zero, two base-down and two base-up prism diopters and 
fixation disparity curves were constructed for each subject. Results showed 
significantly larger vertical fixation disparities (calculated y-intercepts) for 
the hypertensive group than for the normotensive subjects. 
To extend the work of the previous investigators and to better define 
the relationship between vertical fixation disparity and essential 
hypertension. the study presented below was conducted. Since this area of 
study has received little investigation and normative data do not exist, a 
major concern was how such a relationship could best be shown- or, if the 
5 
relationship was subtle, how to avoid missing it. The following strategy 
for subject selection and testing was established to maximize the potential 
for detecting any relationship between essential hypertension and vertical 
fixation disparities or associated phorias. 
Although the diagnosis of essential hypertension requires that no 
organic cause for the condition can be found, a large number of different 
factors, such as obesity and vascular changes associated with aging can 
potentially cause increased blood pressure. If, as Sargent and Walls' data 
suggest, ocular misalignment can cause hypertension, this relationship would 
be most strongly evident in a population of subjects for which all causes of 
hypertension except misalignment had been eliminated. For this reason, 
strict age and weight restrictions were imposed on the subjects in this study 
and a physician, nurse practitioner specializing in hypertension, or a 
physician's assistant ensured that no subject had an organic cause for their 
hypertension. 
Because of concerns that the relationship being sought might be 
subtle, a number of different test procedures were employed to define it. 
The clinically popular American Optical Vectographic 6 meter projector slide 
and the American Optical Vectographic 40 em. near point fixation disparity 
card were used as well as the Disparometer at 40 em.. Associated phorias 
were measured with the A.O. vectographs and both associated phorias and 
6 
vertical fixation disparities with different vertical fusional vergence 
demands were measured with the Disparometer. To ensure that head 
posture did not have an effect on these measurements, they were made with 
the subject's habitual posture and again with the head leveled. Thus, the 
goal of this study was to select a population of hypertensives who would 
have the greatest chance of having their condition caused by or related to a 
vertical ocular imbalance, match them with normotensives to further reduce 
the effects of extraneous factors and then use a broad spectrum of tests to 





Nineteen essential hypertensive subjects were selected for 
participation in this study. Subjects were primarily active duty soldiers and 
spouses at Ft. Lewis, Washington. The criteria for selection were that 
subjects: (1) be between 18 and 40 years of age, (2) have essential 
hypertension based on multiple diastolic measurements in excess of 95 mm 
Hg and elimination, by a physician, nurse practitioner, or physician's 
assistant (under the supervision of a physician) of all known causes of the 
elevated pressure, (3) have been prescribed a treatment regimen including 
medications, (4) be within Army weight standards, (5) not use oral 
contraceptives, (6) not wear contact lenses, (7) have at least 20/25 habitual 
visual acuity in each eye at both 6 meters and 40 em., and ( 8) have at least 
minimum binocularity as demonstrated by a stereo acuity of 70 sec arc or 
better on the Randot Stereo test. 
As each hypertensive subject was selected, a normotensive matched 
on the basis of race, sex, age, use of tobacco, and family history of 
hypertension, was also selected. The normotensive subjects were required 
to be within Army weight standards and not taking any medications, 
including oral contraceptives. Additionally, normotensives were required to 
be in good health, have no previous history of elevated blood pressure, have 
8 
normal blood pressure at the beginning of the experiment, and meet the 
same vision requirements as the hypertensives. 
Of the matched subject pairs, eight were black, seven were caucasian, 
two were Filipino, one pair was Native American, and 1 pair was 
Caucasian/ Asian. Sixteen pair were male and three were female. Mean ages 
were 32.5 and 32.1 for the hypertensives and normotensives, respectively. 
Eleven pair did not use tobacco and eight pair were cigarette smokers. 
(Nicotine will raise arterial pressure acutely but there is no definitive 
evidence that prolonged use of tobacco increases the risk of 
hypertension,2b·13 therefore these subjects were allowed in the study. The 
health care professional who diagnosed subjects as hypertensive were 
careful to rule out tobacco use as an acute cause of blood pressure increase 
and thus risk misdiagnosing the subject as having chronic hypertension). 
Matching precision with regard to immediate family history of 
hypertension was good with eight pair having identical immediate family 
histories. For six pair, only the hypertensive subject had a positive history, 
for four pair, only the normotensive had a positive history, and for one pair, 
a match was undeterminable (one subject was adopted). 
9 
Procedures 
Condition 1: Testing without the phoropter. 
Initially, the subject's prescription was verified (including a check for 
vertical prism) and a confirmatory evaluation of visual and stereo acuities 
was made. The subject was then seated in a comfortable position, allowed 
to freely position his/her head and polarizing lenses were placed over her I 
his habitual Rx. Three sets of associated phoria measurements were taken 
in succession, allowing the subject to rest before measurements while the 
necessary instrumentation changes were made. The tests conducted were: 
( 1) associated phorias at 6 meters using an American Optical Vectographic 
projector slide with the central fusion lock target, (2) associated phorias at 
40 em. using the American Optical Vectographic Near Point Card No. 2, 
Fixation Disparity, and (3) associated phorias at 40 em. using a 
Disparometer. Normal room illumination was used in this study with the 
addition of a near point light for the 40 em. testing. 
An American Optical Co. hand-held Risley type prism, exactly like the 
one on the AO Ultramatic Phoropter, was used to measure associated phorias. 
A bracketing technique was employed and a midpoint value was determined 
for each associated phoria. 
10 
Condition 2: Testina with the pboropter. 
The subject's habitual prescription was set into an American Optical 
Ultramatic Phoropter, his/her head positioned against the chair headrest, the 
leveled phoropter with polarizing filters inserted placed firmly against 
her/his face. Before the first test measurement, and before each additional 
test, the pinhole apertures in the phoropter were used to insure that the 
subject's head was still aligned with the leveled phoropter. 
The tests conducted were: ( 1) associated phorias at 6 meters using an 
American Optical Vectographic projector slide, fixation disparity target with 
the central fusion lock, (2) associated phorias at 40 em. using the American 
Optical Vectographic Near Point Card No.2, Fixation Disparity, (3) associated 
phorias at 40 em. using the Disparometer, and ( 4) vertical fixation 
disparities using a Disparometer at 40 em. with forced vertical divergence 
demands of zero, two prism diopters base-up, and two prism diopters 
base-down placed before the right eye. 
In Condition 2, as in Condition 1, the three sets of associated phoria 
measurements were taken in succession, allowing the subject to rest while 
the necessary instrumentation changes were made. In the fourth test. the 
vertical fixation disparity was measured with the normal vertical fusional 
vergence demand (zero forced vertical divergence) and with two prism 
diopters base-up and two prism diopters base-down placed before the right 
11 
eye. The subject looked through each lens for one minute before induced 
vertical filation disparity measurements were taken. Although Rutstein and 
Eskridget3 report that the order of forced vertical divergence has little effect 
on the resulting fixation disparity measurements, the order of prism 
introduction was alternated to counterbalance any possible trend effects. 
The three vertical fixation disparity measurements obtained for each subject 
were used to determine a vertical fixation disparity curve from which the 
y-intercept and slope was calculated. 
12 
RESULTS 
The hypertensive and normotensive groups' vertical associated 
phorias and fixation disparities were compared for both with and without 
the phoropter conditions. A test comparing central tendencies was not 
appropriate because associated phorias or vertical fixation disparities 
increasing in magnitude but in opposite directions (base-up and base-down) 
would tend to cancel each other, resulting in mean values for each group 
approximating zero. More appropriately, a test comparing correlated 
variances of the associated phorias and fixation disparities was used. 11 A 
greater variance for one group would indicate that the values for subjects in 
that group were larger, in either direction, than were corresponding values 
for their matched counterparts. 
The without-phoropter associated phoria testing using the A.O. 
vectographic targets at 6 meters and 40 em., as well as with the 
Disparometer, showed statistically significant variance differences between 
the hypertensive and normotensive groups (see Table 1 on page 15). 
With the phoropter, significant differences between variances were 
found for associated phorias measured with the A.O. Vectographic 6 meter 
target and with the Disparometer (see Table 2 on page 15), but vertical 
fixation disparity comparisons of calculated y-intercepts showed a greater 
variance for the normotensive group. 
13 
Fixation disparity curve slopes were also compared for the two groups. 
Because all slope values had the same sign, at-test for related measures was 
used; no significant difference was found. (see Table 3 on page 16). 
In the comparisons of hypertensive versus normotensive associated 
phorias, statistical significance was found in all but one instance. From a 
clinician's perspective, however, the differences were extremely small and 
would not be regarded as meaningful. 
Table 4 (see page 16) shows the results of the six comparisons used to 
determine if a difference existed between associated phorias measured with 
and without a phoropter. No significant differences in variances or mean 
values were found for any of these comparisons. 
It should be noted that one of the hypertensive subjects showed 
much greater associated phoria measurements (ranging from 2.73 to 4.46 
standard deviations from the mean hypertensive values) than did any of the 
other subjects. In the frequency histograms of associated phorias, this 
individual is represented by the extreme left bar (see Fiqures 1 and 2 on 
pages 17-18 ). This same subject exhibited calculated y-intercept and slope 
values in the middle of the distributions, with values of 0 and -0.625 
respectively (see Fiqure 3 on page 19 ). 
From a statistical perspective, this "outlier" and his normotensive 
match could be removed from the study. When this was done, statistical 
1-f 
significance was not found for any of the associated phoria or fixation 
disparity comparisons. From a clinical perspective, it is more difficult to 
eliminate this cooperative and reliable outlier because the values obtained 
on all of his tests were within the range of values frequently seen in practice 
settings. The data for this subject simply differed from the tightly packed 
values for the rest of the subjects in the study. 
15 
i ~ -CONDITION 1, N•19 pairs • }I .. k t k WITHOUT A PHOROPTER til g! Hypertensive (HT) vs. Normotensive (NT) ~ ~ ~ i ~~~ Positive mean values • base-up O.D. :II" \0 i ,. i,. -Negative mean values • base-down O.D. 
- -
HYPERTENSIVE mean -.039 -.066 -.026 
std. dev. .292 .582 .448 
variance .085 .339 .201 
mean .145 .303 '184 
NORMOTENSIVE 
.152 .318 .248 std . dev. 
variance .023 .1 01 .061 
Significance of the Difference between 
Correlated Variances (t values) 3.240 3.000 2.760 
P < .05 when t > 1 .740 (one tailed) P< .05 p ( .05 p ( .05 
Table 1. Associated phorias measured in prism diopters are compared by testing 
the significance of the difference between correlated variances. Statistical 
significance at the 5% level was achieved for all three variance comparisons. 
CONDITION 2, N = 19 pairs j. til ";~' j ~ -;; k ~ ~ WITH A PHOROPTER )'! ..., tfil i f ..., Hypertensive (HT) vs. Normotensive (NT) H 2 ~ f ~: ·~ ~ Positive mean values • base-up 0.0. > \0 Negative mean values • base-down 0.0. ~ ,. ~ " e; t 
- -
HYPERTENSIVE mean .013 .013 .053 
std . dev. .306 .537 .537 
variance .094 .288 .289 
mean '184 .316 .211 
NORMOTENSIVE 
.201 .389 .375 std. dev. 
variance .041 '152 '141 
Significance of the Difference between 
Correlated Variances 
2.066 1.41 1.912 (t values) 
P < .05 when l > 1 .740 (one tailed) P< .05 P> .05 P< .05 
Table 2. Associated phorias measured in prism diopters, are compared by testing 
the significance of the difference between correlated variances. Statistical significance 
at the 5?. level Is achieved for variances measured with the A.O. Vectograph at 
6 meters and with the Dlsparometer. 
16 
CONDITION 2, N • 19 pairs D1sparometer at 40 em. 
WITH A PHOROPTER 
Vertical fixation disparity measured In arc min. 
Hypertensive (HT) vs. Normotensive (NT) 
y-lntercepts slopes 
HYPERTENSIVE mean -.324 (right hyper-deviation) -1.243 
std. dev. 
.925 .817 
variance .856 .667 
mean .149 (right hypo-deviation) -1.158 
NORMOTENSIVE 
std. dev. 1.173 .595 
variance 1.376 .354 
PAIRED t - test <t values) -1 .594 - .497 
probability (2 tail) p > "05 p > .05 
Significance of the Difference between A statistical test was not necessary since the HT 1.506 Correlated Variances 
variance was Jess than the 
P < .05 when t > 1 .740 Cone tailed) NT variance. p > .05 
Table 3. Comparison of y-intercepts and slopes calculated by linear regression. 
N = 19 
:II N = 18 ~ J I matched pairs j matched pair! i .., J J > I ,.... l >,.... I i' 1e .., r.: I J! .., i .: Outlier and match ! tl ..,,. .., /!+' ~ N ~ 4('11 removed N •N .. - .t ~ ·- :. - ~-0.. en • ~ Q(.) (.) 
Hypertensive t values t values 
AO vectograph @> 6 M. -.747 -.236 -.399 -1.984 
AO vectograph ~ 40 em. -.718 .436 -.489 -.511 
Disparometer -.753 -.926 -.891 -.557 
Normotensive 
AO vee to graph fl 6 M. 
-.678 -1.208 -.678 -1.180 
AO vectograph P 40 em. 
-.16 -.982 -.325 -.653 
Dlsparometer 
-.345 -2.045 -.747 -1.447 
Table 4. Statistically no difference exists In associated phorias when measuring hypertensives 
and normotensives with or without a phoropter. Paired t-tests compare the means, and correlated 
variances are compared. P > .05 for all comparisons ( P < .05 when t > 2. 1 T 0 with 19 pair, 
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Figure 1. 
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Fiqure 2. 
Frequency histograms of associated phorlas obtained with a phoropter. 
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I ~ ~ I I I I I 
Vertical fixation disparity. calculated slopes (arc mtn./ prism dlopters) 
~r-------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
-2.33 -2.17 -1.83 -1.67 -1.33 -1 -.83 -.67 -.33 -.17 0 .17 .33 .5 .67 .83 1.67 1.63 2.33 
Vertical fixation disparity. calculated y-intercepts (in arc min) 
F1gure J. 
Frequency histograms showing wlth-phoropter fixation dlsp•rltles 
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DISCUSSION 
The goal of this experiment was to determine if essential 
hypertensives, as a group showed a greater variance in their associated 
phoria and/or vertical fixation disparity data than did matched 
normotensives. If this had been the case, hypertensives would have had 
larger disparities and/or associated phorias than would normotensives. 
When all subjects were considered, hypertensives did have statistically 
larger associated phorias on all of the tests using both habitual and leveled 
head postures except the with-phoropter A.O. Vectograph at 40 em. The 
relationship was weak, however, because with the removal of an outlier and 
his normotensive match, statistical significance was lost. No significant 
differences between hypertensives and normotensives for either the 
calculated y-intercepts or fixation disparity curve slopes for data 
comparisons with or without the outlier pair were found. 
These results do not confirm the findings of Walker, et a1.' 0 who 
reported that over half of their hypertensives had vertical fixation 
disparities (y-intercepts derived from the fixation disparity curve) of 1.0 arc 
min or more. The present study found that only three out of the 19 
hypertensive subjects showed values of 1.0 arc min. or more and eight of 
the 19 normotensive subjects had 1.0 or more arc minutes of disparity. 
Whereas Walker, et al. concluded that a relationship between vertical 
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fixation disparity and essential hypertension existed, no such conclusion can 
be drawn from the fixation disparity data in the present study. 
If data from all 19 subject pairs are accepted, statistical analysis of the 
associated phorias suggest that there is a relationship between the 
magnitude of the phorias and the occurrence of essential hypertension. Two 
questions then arise: first, how could such a relationship be explained, and, 
second, does it have a clinical application. With respect to the first question, 
four logical possibilities (or combinations) exist: ( 1) medications taken by 
hypertensives caused higher than normal vertical associated phorias, (2) a 
common factor caused both hypertension and increased vertical associated 
phorias, (3) hypertension caused increased vertical associated phorias. (4) 
vertical associated phoria caused hypertension. The study by Sargent and 
Walls suggests that the fourth possibility is the most likely since they were 
able to reduce blood pressures by prescription of vertical prism. 
To investigate the first possibility, the drugs being taken by the 
subjects in the present study were grouped into categories including 
diuretics, beta-adrenergic blockers, etc.. No substantial differences in the 
associated phorias were found when subjects were grouped by drug 
category. In other words, it made little difference in terms of associated 
phoria magnitude what anti-hypertensive drug or drug combination a 
subject was taking. 
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Given that the scientific implications of a relationship between vertical 
ocular imbalance and systemic hypertension are far reaching, is the 
magnitude of this relationship sufficient to be of value as a diagnostic test 
for use by clinicians? For the present, the answer seems to be no. This is 
best seen in Fiqures 1 and 2 which show the almost complete overlap 
between the data from the hypertensive and normotensive populations. It 
would be very difficult to establish a cut-off value for associated phorias 
above which a patient would be suspected of being hypertensive. 
The possibility that a causal relationship exists in individual patients 
is however, not totally excluded simply because a more robust relationship 
was not found between associated phoria and hypertension. Based on the 
previously cited evidence that most hypertensive individuals show 
heightened vascular and cardiac reactions to sympathetic stimuli Ia, it would 
seem possible that a hypertensive patient might be hyper-sensitive to small 
amounts of vertical imbalance. If true, the correction of the imbalance might 
relieve the visual complaints, reduce overall stress, and perhaps reduce 
blood pressure. This intriguing possibility would seem to justify further 
investigation in this area with selected subjects as case studies rather than 
clinical trials in which large groups of hypertensive and normotensive 
patients are used. 
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APPENDIX B 
STATISTICS: ANALYSIS OF ASSOCIATED PHORIAS, Y-INTERCEPTS AND 
SLOPE DATA (19 MATCHED PAIRS) 
33 
VITHOUT A PHOROPTI:R(OP}_ MI:ASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 6 METER SLIDE(A06), 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X1: OP ,HT ,A06 
Hun : Std . Dtv .: Std . Error : V ar iar.ce : Coef. Var .: Ccu-lt : 
1-.039 1.292 1.067 1-739.286 119 
125 1-.15 
St.n Squared : • Hissing : 
1-1 
Maximum : Sum: 
Mean: Std. De-v .: Std . Error : Variance : Coef. Var .: Count : 
,.145 1.152 1.035 1.023 1104.841 
Minimum : Maximum: Range : Sum: Sum Squart>d : • Missing: 
lo 
t = 
1.5 1.5 ,.812 lo 
Cerr _ Cedf. X1: OP )IT .A06 Y1: OP )IT .A06 
Count: Covarl.ll'lCf: Corn latioo: lm 1.45 1.202 R-squ.art'd : 
P~ir"H t-T.st X1: OP )tT .A06 Y1: OP )IT .A06 
DF: Mean X-V: 
1-.184 1-3.071 1.0066. 
Paired t value: Prob. (2-t.lil) : 
SIGNIFICANCE Of THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(17 Degrees of freedom, 1 TAILED, P < .05 when t > 1.740) 
(.085-.02 ')) "v119-2 
= = 3.24 
.-y 4 C085K.023)( 1-.202) 
where: t = t value 
N = paired number of Subjects 
s 2 = Hypertensive group variance 1 
') 
= Normotensive group variance s .. ~2 
r12 = CorrelatJon bet~,..,een tl1e paired values 
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VITHOUT A PHOROPT£R(OP), MEASURED BY A.D. VICTCX1RAPHIC 40 CM. CARD(A040), 
HYPERTENSIVE &ROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE &ROUP= NT 





R¥9!: Sool: ].75 1-1.25 
X2: OP ,liT .. A040 
Std.l>fv.: Std. Error: Var~: Coef. Var.: C«<"tt: 
1.303 ,.318 ,.073 1.101 1105.14 




C.rr. C..ff. X1 : OP )IT .. A040 Y1 : OP .. T .. AMO 
C«<"tt: Covariancf.: Correlation: R-squ.ared : 
l.os7 1.469 1.22 
1-.369 1-3.111 1.(()6 
Paired t va 1ue : Prob. (2-tail) : Hun X- 'r': 
Sl&lHfiCANCE Of THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(17 Degrees of freedom .. 1 TAILED .. P< IJ5 ~rhen t> 1.740) 
= ~ 4 (.339)(el0 1)( 1-.22) 
V\11"1ere: t = t value 
N = paired number of Subjects 
s 2 = Hypertensive group variance 1 
s 2 = Normotensive group varianc~ ~2 
r12 = Correla.tion between U1e paired value~; 
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VITHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP), MEASURED BY DISPAROMITER AT 40 <:m .(Disi>J- Associated phoria . 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP: HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X 1 : OP ,HT ,Disp 
Mean : Std. Dt>v. : Std . Error: Variance: ~f. Var. : Count: 
1-.026 1.448 1.103 1.201 1-1702.204 
1-1.25 1-.5 13.625 Jo 
&.n Squared : • Hissing : Hinmum : 
l.s 
Range : Sum: 
X2: OP )IT ,Dlsp. 
Std. ~v.: Std.Error: Var~ : Cof.f. Var.: Count: 
1.184 1.057 1.061 1134.519 
Hinmum: ~: Sum: 
fo 1.75 1.75 
Cwr-_ C.ttff. X 1 : OP ,HT ,Disp Y 1 : OP )IT ))isp. 
t = 
1.036 1.328 ,.107 
R-sguared : Comt: Covar~: Corn lat1oo : 
Mean X- Y: Pa1rt>d t value: Prob. (2-tail): 
1-.211 1-2.109 1.()492 
SIGNIFICANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(17 Degrees of Freedom, 1 TAILED, P< .05 when t> 1. 740) 
C2o 1-.061) tV 19-2 
= 2.76 = 
r-J 4 (.2 01 )(.061)( 1-.1 07) 
\'Vhere: t = t value 
N = paired number of SubJects 
c 2 
~· 1 = Hypertensive group variance 
'J 
= Normotensive group variance s .. 2 
r1z = Correlation betv-?een the paired va.lue~; 
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VITH A PHOROPTER(IP), MEASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 6 METER SLIDE(A06), 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP: HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X1 : IP ,HT ,A06 
Std. ~v. : td . Error: Variance: 
.306 .07 .~4 
MI-limum: Max1mlrn: RanQ!: Sum: SumSqua.r~: • Missino: 
1-5 j.s 11 125 11.688 lo 
X2: IP )IT .,A06 
Mean: Std. ~v. : Std. Er-ror: Y~: Coef. Yar.: Com\: 
1.184 1.201 1.046 1.041 1109.343 119 
MTI1mum: Maximum : R~: Sum: SumSgu¥"": • Misslng: 
lo 
t = 
l.s l.s 13.5 11.375 (o 
C.n. C.df. X1: IP )fT ,A06 Y1: IP )IT ,A06 
Count: Covar~: Corrtlation: R-squared: 
1.273 jm2 
P~irP41 t-T.st X1: IP )fT ,A06 Y1: F )IT .. A06 
Mean X-V: Par~ t va~: Prob. (2-tail): 
1-.171 1-2.822 1.0113 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DIFfERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATED V.ARI.ANCES 
( 17 Degrees of Freedom, 1 T .AILED, P< .OS when t> 1.740) 
(s/ - s / )A.-JN-2 
/', 1 4s 2 s 2 fl-t· 2) y 1 2 ' 12 
Vvhere: t t value 









paired number of Subjects 







Normotensive group varian(:e 
Correlation betv·leen the paired valu.es 
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VITH A PHOROPTER(IP), MEASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 40 em. CARD(A040), 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
Xt: IP )fT ,A040 
Mean : Std. Dev.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count: I D13 1.537 1.123 1.288 14078.671 119 
Mr.inum: Maxmm: RartCJ!: &.n: Stm Squared: • Miss!Jg: 
1-1.5 1-75 12.25 1.25 15.188 jo 
X2: IP )IT ,1.040 
~an: Std.l>ev.: Std. Err Of' : Variance: Coef. Yar.: Count: 
1.316 f.389 1.089 1.152 1123.33 119 
Hlnimurn: Maximum: R~: Sool: Sum Squarl'd: • Missing : 
1-.5 
t = 
1.75 1125 16 14.625 lo 
Cerr. Cedf. Xt: IP )fT ,A040 Yt: IP )IT .. A040 
Count : Covar'iance: Correlation: R-~ared: 
119 1.()65 1.311 jm1 
P~ind t-T.st Xt: IP ,.HT ,A040 Yt: IP ,IT ,A040 
Mean X- Y: Paired t v a 1ue : Prob . (2-tail) : 
1-.303 1-2.371 I.D291 
SIGNIFICANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(17 Degrees of freedom, 1 TAILED, P < ,o;. when t > 1.740) 
= = 1.41 
v..1l1ere: t = t value 
N = paired number of Subjects 
c· 2 
"1 
= Hypertensive group variance 
c 2 = Normotensive gF)up variance 
.._I .·) 
.. 
rtz = Correlation betv-1een the paired value!:; 
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VITH A PHOROPTER(IP), MI:ASURED BY DISPAROMETER AT 40 cm.(Disp.), Associated phoria . 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP:: NT 
X 1 : IP ,HT ,Disp r.;: Std. ~v.: Std. Error : Vartance : ~f. Var .: Count: 1-~1 1-1~ 1.28'} 1102'0 .%1 11, 
Milirrun : MaxYnml: R~ : Sum: Su-n Sqoartd : • MissinQ : 
ls.25 jo 1-15 11 125 11 
X2 : IP )IT ))isp 
Mean: Std. Dtv.: Std. Error: Yarlanc:f: Cot>f. Yar. : Cooot: 
1211 1.375 1.086 1.141 1178.183 119 
MYI1mum: MaxVnum: R!fl9! : Swn: Sum Squar-t>d : • Missing: 
I t-.5 
t = 
1.75 11.25 14 13.375 lo 
C.n- Cedf- X 1 : IP ,HT ))isp Y 1 : IP )fT ))isp 
Count: Covariance: Corn latioo: R-sguarPd : 
1.124 1.614 1.377 
Df: Mean X- Y: Pair~ t vam: Prob. (2-tail): 
J-.158 1-1.613 1.1241 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DifFERENCE BEHlEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(17 Degrees of freedom, 1 TAILED, P < .05 vhen t > 1.740) 
= 
rv' 4 (.2 59)(.141 )( 1-.3 77) 
(.2&9-.141> 'V 19-2 
= 1.91 
\o\rhere: t = t value 
N = paired number of Subjects 
c- 2 = Hypertensive group variance 
"-'1 
') 
= Normotensive group variance s .. 2 




VITH A PHOROPTER(IP), MEASURED BY DISP.AROMETER .AT 40 cm.(Disp.), 
Y-INTERCEPT DATA DERIVED FROM VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X1: HT ,-iRt•rc•pts 
Mean: Std. Dev. : Std. Error: Variance: ~f- Yar.: Count: 
1-.324 ,.925 1212 1.856 1-285.195 119 
HYlinum: Maxmum: Rarq> : Sum: Sm. Squar~d: • Miss.ilg: 
1-2.333 1.833 13.166 l-6.1f.5 117.414 lo 
X2: liT '-illt.r"pts 
Mean: Std. £>e.v. : Std. Error : Variance: Coef Yar.: Count: 
1.149 11.173 1.269 11.376 1786.507 119 
MYiimum: Maximum: R¥l4J!: &.n: Sum Squar9d: • Missing: 
1-1.667 1~-333 14 12.834 125.195 lo 
t = 
C.n _ CHff_ X1: HT 1-iltt•rc•pts Y 1 : IT 1 -intuc•pts 
Coo-It: Covar~ : Corr~lat1on: R-squar~d: 
119 1.278 1256 I~ 
Df: Mean X- Y: P ar~d t v a 1ue : Prob _ (2-tail) : 
1-.474 1-1.594 1.1283 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(17 Degrees off reedom. 1 TA !LED, P < .05 when t > 1. 740) 
(s 12 - s .}' )A./N=2 
/ ... ,/ 4 s 2 s 2 (1-r 2 ) 
1 2 12 
= 
(.(>56-1.376) ,v't 9-2 
A./ 4 <.&56)( 1.376)( 1-.066) 
Vv1lere: t = t value 
N = paired number of Subjects 
c: 2 = Hypertensive group variance 
__.1 
c- 2 
-..)2 = Normotensive group variance 
= -1.02 
r12 = Correlation between the paired values 
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VITH A PHOROPTER(IP), MEASURED BY DISPAROMETER AT 40 cm .(Disp_), 
SLOPE DATA DERIVED FROM VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X 1 : Slopt> HT 
Mean : Std. Dev .: Std. Error : Variance: Coef. Yar.: 
1-1.243 1.817 1.187 1.667 1-65.706 
Maximum: 
-3.25 -.375 -23.625 
X2: Slopt' NT 
Mean : Std. Dfv.: Std. Error : 'Variance: Coef. Yar .: Count: 
1-1 .158 1.595 1.136 1.354 1-51.377 119 
Minimum: Maximum: R~: Sum: Sum Squared: • Missing: 
1-2.5 1-.375 12 .125 1-22 131.844 jo 
Cor-r. Coeff. X 1 : Slope HT Y 1 : Slope NT 
Count: Covariance : Correlation : R-squared: 
,.223 1.229 1.472 
P•ind t-Test X1: Slope HT Y1: Slope ffT 
Mean X- Y: Paired t vall~€' : Prob. (2-tall) : 
1.6252 1-.086 1-.497 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DifFERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 




s 2 :: 
1 




= 1.51 /v 4 <.66 7)(.354 )( 1-.2 2 3) 
t value 
pc:tired numt,er of Su.l)ject":: 
Hypertensive group variance 
Normotensive group variance 
Correlation between the paired value~: 
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APPENDIX C 
STATISTICS: ANALYSIS OF ASSOCIATEDPHORIAS, Y-INTERCEPTS AND 
SLOPE DATA ( 18 MATCHED PAIRS) 
42 
WITHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP ). MEASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAHIC 6 METER SLIDE (A06), fOR 
18 MATCHED PAIRS (outlier and his metch 'frere removed) 
t = 
HYPEP.T:ENSIVE GROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
Xl : OP IHT IA06 
Mt-an : Std. DE-v.: Std. Errot· : Varianc:J? : Coef. Var . : Cour1t: 
1.014 1.181 , .043 1.033 11305.644 118 
f'·lln irnum : 1"1ax1murn : Ranae : Sum : 
-.25 .25 r .25 .,J 
X2 ~ OP INT IA06 
f"'l€'-~fl: ~ad. DJ?v .: Std . Error : '·l ar·iancl? : ((•E-f. Var-.: Co:Jnt: 
1.153 1.152 , .036 j.on 199439 118 
1'1inimum: Maximum: Rano"' : Sum : 
0 r r 2.75 0 - ~· -~· 
Corr- Codf. X1 : OP )fT _,A06 Y1 : OP _,NT _,A06 
Cov arian~ : Corrt> lation : R-sguand : 
1.012 ,.452 
,_205 
Pair~d t-T•st X1: OP 1 HT .A06 Y1: OP ..NT ,A06 
DF : Mean X- Y: P airt>d t v a 1ue : Prob. (2-bll) : 
1-.139 1-3.344 ,.0038 
SIGNIFICANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BEHrEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
( 16 Degrees of freedom. 1 TAILED, P < .05 w'hen t ::- 1 . 746) 
= = 0.815 
/' ... l 4 s 2 s 2 ( 1-r 2 ) 
'I 1 2 . 12 . /'-.,i4 r (7''!" r·}~)·r 1 _ -')r-r: 1· I ... )._) __ ,_ \.)~ ~ \ . LV...J 
V·?here : t = t >lalu.e 
N = _paired number c·f Subject~; 
'• = .-. ,;. 
-=·1 H-.;•n>=>t·+c·1-=-l··!>=> ,.1·;-..lJn ~Ta!·l·ar• ' ·>=> / r-· ._. '-"·-·lJ. .... • \ ._. 6 ._ .. r--· "._ . "" t ...... 
.... 
= s . J ,;. 
" 




WITHOUT A PHOROPIER(OP), MEASUitED BY A.O. VECTOGRAHIC 40<:m. CARD(A040t FOR 
18 MATCHED PAIRS (outlier and his match ~rere removed) 
t = 
HYPERTI:NSIVE GROUP= HI NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X1: OP ,HT ,A040 
Mean: Std. Dev .: Variance : 
.042 .356 .127 
Minimum : Max1mum : 
-.75 .75 .75 
X2: OP ,NT ,A040 
ME-an : Std. Dev.: Std. Error : Variance: Coef. Var.: Count : 
1.333 1297 l.o7 l.oas 189.113 118 
Min1mum: M~xiroum: Ranqe: Sum: Sum Squan•d : • Miss:lng: 
1-.5 1.75 1125 16 13.5 lo 
CorL Cetoff_ Xt: OP ,HT ,A040 Y1 : OP .. rn .. A040 
Count: Covariance: Correlation : 
,.026 1.243 ,.059 
R-squared: 
P~ind t-Ttost X1: OP ,HT ,A040 Y1: OP ,NT ,A040 
Df: f'iean X- Y: 
1-.292 1-3.059 1.0071 
Paired t value: Prob. (2-tail): 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE niffERENCE BEHlEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of Freedom. 1 TAILED .. P < .0~) ~;rhen t > 1.746) 










c 121-. oss) I·./'TA-2 
. v 
/'" ' 4 • 1 'J ~ ) < - 9. Q ., .. 1 - c:: - ' 
'/ '··· _,._ t 1, .0uu.lt -.O._t':::l.' 
paired num1)er of Sutje(:t:;;; 
J.inp.,:,.+·t ·"·.Yt'~l·n ··· r;r···nr· TT·-·t·l·~n···~· 
... _;-: 1-·' 'C-"i -fv'l.z.-: • '•' t:" 6-1_) - ·1 .. ·1 •,• C• .... -·- 1..-~ 
N()rmotensive group variance 
=0.761 
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WITHOUT A PHO:ROPTER (OP), MEASURED BY DISPAROMETER AT 40 cm. .(Disp), Associated 
}>horia FOR lC: MATCHED PAIRS (outlier and his mat<::h were removed) 
t = 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HI NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X 1 : OP ,HT ,Disp 
Std . DE.>v.: Std. Error: VariancE.>: Coef. Var .: Count: 
1.042 ,_34E. , .081 ,.119 182'3.5'39 
t···1inimum: 
- 1 .75 
X2: OP )IT ,01sp. 
Mean: Std. Dev.: Std. Error: Yariance: Coef. Yar.: 
1.194 1251 1.059 1.063 1128.991 
Minimum: Maximum : Iff: Sum: Sum Squared : ~ 1.75 ]3.5 11.75 .75 • M1ssinn · lo -~--~.] 
CerL Cuff_ X 1 : OP ,HT ,Disp Y 1 : 0P )IT ,Disp-




P ilind t-T ~st X 1 : OP ,HT ,Disp Y 1 : OP ,NT ,Disp. 
I>F: Mean X- Y: Paired t value: Prob . (2-tail) : 
1-.153 1-1.775 ,.0938 J 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BEHlEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of freedom .. 1 TAILED, P <: .O~j -w·hen t ;. 1.746) 
• ") .-J .--(-=· ~ c· "' 'I .···. l N .-
._.1 - .,..: 2 .• .. ··"'-.. l -2 (.119-.063 ) ·V 1(3-2 
= /' 1- 2 ,,_ .,, 
· '··J 4 s s . " ( 1-r " J 
. 1 <:: - 12 . /"· . , / .::;_ { 11 Ll- \1' l,J. t::. 7,', ( 1- I,,..,)-'·1 ~ '·· -·} '· . • D--·. . ~!0 
·v . rlwre: t = t value 
N 
c· 
_, 1 2 
= 
= 
paired nu.rnber of Subjects 










Normotensive group variance 
Correlation bet'·1!een the paired valu.es 
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~liTH A PHOF~OPTER(IP), MEASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 6 METER SLIDE (A06), fOR 
18 MATCHED PAIRS (outlier and his match "Were removed) 
t = 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HT NORlviOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X1: IP ,HT .A06 
Std. ~v.: V aridnCt> : Cot> f. Var. : 
.042 .288 .068 .083 690.268 
Min1mum: Maximum : Rang€': Sum: Sum Squared : • Missing: 
1-.5 j.s It 1.75 11.438 jo 
X2: IP _.NT _.A06 
Mean: Std. Dt>v.: Std. Error: Variar.ce : Coef. Var.: Count: 
1.194 1202 1.048 1.041 1103.944 Its 
Minimum: Maximum: Rartg(' ; Sum: Sum Squared: • Missing: 
lo 1.5 1.5 13.5 11.375 lo 
Cor-r _ Coeoff_ X1: IP _.HT _.1\06 Y1: IP .. NT _.1\06 
Count: Covarianct>: Corn•lation : R-squared: 
1.028 1.485 
P~1n·cl t-Teost X1: IP _.HT _.1\06 Y1: IP _.NT _.1\06 
Df: Mean X- Y: Paired t value: Prob . (2-tail): 
1-.153 1-2.5 ,.0229 
SIGNIfICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BEHlEEN CORRELATED V AR lANCES 
(16 Degrees of freedom, 1 TAILED, P < .05 when t) 1.746) 
-.;,qhere: t = 
N = 
t value 
paire(l number of Subjects 
._-_·, 1 2 = Hvr-rP.!"t. "'-!.1 c-1· -.;7 ~ r.-1-()l ·1 r-·· TT-::.!·1· ·:::. 1"1(·~ ;l-· .· ""-' ·~· ..• ;:: ......... -· \ ...... '-'· ·-·~· 
= 1.647 
r 1 ; = Correla.tir:::.n between the paired va.lues 
... ,. 
46 
WITH A PHOROPTER (IP), MEASURED BY A .0. VECTOG RAPH IC 40 em. CARD (A040), FOR 
18 MATCHED PAIRS (outlier and his match were removed) 
t = 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HI NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X1: IP ~HT ~A040 
fv1~an : Std . [ie-v .: Std . ErTc•r·: Var\anc:'O': Co€' f. V ar. : Cour1t: 
1.097 1.403 j.o95 1.163 1414.995 11 t: 
t1inimum: Mi!ximum: 
-
J::" -~· "?I::" ....... 1.75 
X2: IP ,NT ,A040 
Me-an: Std. [>ev.: Std. Error: Varian~: Coef. V.ar . : Count: 
1.361 ,.345 ,.081 1.119 195.641 118 
Minimum: Maximum: Range: Sum: Sum Squar~d : • Missing: 
f-.25 1-75 11 16.5 ,4.375 lo 
Cor-r. Co~ff. Xt: IP ,HT ,A040 Yt: IP ,NT ,A040 
Count: CoYariance: Correlation : 
1S -7.76tE-3 -.056 
Pair-~d t-T•st Xt : IP ,HT ,A040 Yt : IP ,NT ,A040 
[)f: Mean X- Y: Paired t value: Prot. (2-tail): 
1-.264 1-2.052 1.0559 
SIGNIFICANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BEH!EEN CORRELATED "VARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of freedom .. 1 TAILED .. P { .05 -w·hen t > 1.746) 
(. 1 .- ~ 1 l q ' ... r:;-o-::.1 ° -.,_ t1.:>-. _ ) ''I o-~ 
= = f") - << 
.A/,'> -;( 1 '') . ·,,I 'f S w c; " -f ,:. 
'I '""1 -- 2 ·- 12 . 
/'. ;, , ,--7'i 119'·'1 o·-·71' ·~-.o~'·-·· 
''i 'fl .. 0..;)•,. ,;l. -. UJ ) 















pairHl nurnber of SubjE>cts 
HypHten::tve gr(:oup variancE> 
":rr·.rr.r·l·'·+.::.t·l-=·1· ~r ·'· r.-r·;-YJf.· TT·::.r1· -~ 4·.1·'· .::. 14... ._J\.·· ... ·.L --• , ~ 6 ..,.I_ • .) Y •-\ w.l -.- ..... 
r-···rr·-~t-•tt· ' ·1·1 t· '·t,a··· ···1·1 t1·1,::, r-·al·r·--. j TT'""lllAr· 
._.1.._.1 1:'.:.' C.l. -· 1.) -'t:' _. : •, t::t::! -~ ·-· ._.•- t;"l 'I C,l. -· ... ·=· 
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lllTH A PHOROPIER(IP), MEASURED BY DISPAROM:ETER AT 40 cm.(Disp), Associated 
})hori8 .. FOR 18 MATCHED PAIRS (outlier and his match 'vlet·e removed) 
t = 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP = HI NORMOTENSIVE GROUP = NT 
X 1 : IP ,HT J)isp 
Std. Dt>v.: Variance : Coef. Var. : 
.139 .395 .093 .1Sb 284.419 
Minimum: Max1mum: Range: Sum: Sum Squared: • H'issmg: 
1-.5 11 jt.s 12.5 13 jo 
X2 : IP ,HT ,Disp 
Mean: Std. Dt>v.: Std. Error: Variance: Co€-f. Var.: Count: 
125 1.343 {.os1 1.118 1137.199 jts 
MinimYm: ~ximum: 
-25 .75 4.5 
Cer-r-- Cot>ff. X 1 : IP ,HT ,Disp Y 1 : IP ,NT ,Disp 
Count: Cov ariarrce : Correlation : R-squared: 
1.062 1.461 1.213 
P-.ire-d t-Te-st Xt : IP ,HT ,Disp Y1 : 1P ,NT ,Disp 
DF: Mean X- Y: Paired t value: Prob. (2-t.ail): 
1-.111 1-1222 1.2382 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DIFFERENCE BEH.TEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of freedom, 1 TAILED, P < .05 ~··hen t > 1.746) 
it;:_ 2 _ C: 2 )/·, .r--N r 1 \-1 ~ 2 y -£, (. 156-. 1 18 ) lr/16-2 
.. -~----. ..;/ 4 s 1 2 s 2 2 ( 1-r 1 / ) = = 0.631 /·-v 4 (.156)L118H 1-.213) 














p21.ired nurnl)Br of SubjB(:t<:; 
HypBrtensive group varL3.!l(:B 
Normoten~tve. group variance 
Correlation be.tv·le.e.n tlw paired values 
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~liTH A PHOROPTER(IP), MEASURED BY DISPAROMrTER AT 40 cm.(DiSI)t Y-INTERCEPT 
DATA DERIVED fROliiTHE VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES .. fOR 1B MATCHED 
PAIRS (outlier erLd his match ~-ere removed) 
t = 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X1:HT y -intercepts 
t·1E>-~n: Std. [)J?V .: Std. Error·: Var·i.anc:e : Coef. V<Jr.: Count : 
1- .34~. 1.949 1.224 , _9 1-277.013 118 
Minimum: Ma>~imum : 
-2.333 .833 -6.165 
X2:NT y -inter-cepts 
t'lJ?an: Std. [)J?V.: Std. En-or: Vah-~ncJ?: Ccu?f. V.ar .: Count : 
1.204 11.182 1.279 11.397 '"'80 ':•C'q .J ·-'....)_. 118 
t'1inirnum : t--laxirnum : 
-1.667 2.333 3.667 
Cor-r- _ Coe-ff_ X1 : HT v-intuce-pts Y1 : JIT ,-inte-r-ce-pts 
Count: Covariance : Corr€-lation: 
1.314 1.078 
Df: Mean X- Y: Pair€'d t value: Prob. (2-hil): 
1-.546 1-1.794 1.0907 
SIGNIFICANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BET'V!EEN CORRELATED I?ARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of freedom .. 1 TAILED_. P < .05 when t > 1.746) 
= 
Calculation i::; nCtt nece:;;sanJ s1 nee the 
.. , I , ? •• . .-. -
_.. "-..l 'i s " s .:; ( 1-r "' _) Normoten~dve variarre:e exceeds the 
HtJpertensive variance. ' 1 2 . 12 
Vlhere: t = t valu.e 
N = paired number of Subiect;:; 
·) 
= :;:;1 ;_, H''P·,::.t·t;:.t-1·=·1· v;:. c.-t-.--·,l'f-· Tr-;.r·1· ·:1+·1·A;:. I ..... • ··-· .&. ·-' I .... Cr .... _t. -· \ v . :w.i .......... 
c· .:. = 
._l ,j 
... 
I,T.---,fll"I(·,t· t::.t·lc-1. \1.::> (Y!"i''llJf-·• ~r·~t·t··~t-,.---;:. 'C --· ·-· ,...... __ , : .._.. b ·-- . -· ' '-..J. ; __ ... ·-· ._ . 
r 1 2 = 
( ····1·1· ··· 1·- t1· (·1· ~-- -··tT•T'·t=>f" tl· ,::> r-··-lt"' ·1 TT·-lJJp,-· 
..... ~.._- IV" ·:~ _ • . j 1 t-1t:' . \ .. , tj ....... 1 • .J.l-.- _.ao ...... t:' '-- v ..:1. __ ._. ·=' 
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WITH A PHOROPlER(IP), MEASURED BY DISPAROMETER AT 40 cm.(Disi)), SLOP.E DATA 
DERIVED FROM THE VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES .. FOR 18 MATCHED PAIRS 
(outlier a.nd his match were remove<j) 
t = 
HYPERTENSIVE GROUP= HT NORMOTENSIVE GROUP= NT 
X 1 : Slope- HT 
M~.ar1: Std. Dev . : Std. Error: V.at·i.:mcE>: CoE>f. V .ar·. : Count : 
1-1.27~: j .826 1.195 lbC•7 I ~ 4 ~ -n 118 . ._ .. -' -o .t· l o 
tylinimum : t-·1aximum : 
_7 ·i"' -....J.~..J - .375 -23 
X2: Slope NT 
t1ean: Std. DE>v.: Std . Error: '·/.:~ri.an(:e : Coef. Var.: Coun-t : 
1-1.188 I ""9C• 
····-'·'-' 1.141 1·"'-_._.,_,..~I 1-50.321 118 
fv1inimum: t1ax\mum : R.;,nqe : SiJm: 
-2.5 -.375 2.125 -21.375 
Corr. Coeff _ X 1 : S1opf' HT Y 1 : Slope- NT 
Count: Corn·l.ation : 
1.222 1.45 1.203 
R-s.quarE-d: 
Paired t-Test X 1 : Slope HT Y 1 : Slope NT 
[>F: F'ait·E'd t valuE-: Pt·ob. (2-t.ail) : 
1-.09 1-.4% 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DiffERENCE E:ET'IilEEN CORF.:ELATED VARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of freedom .. 1 TAILED .. P < .0~) ,;rhen t > 1 746) 
ic 2 .-. 2 \ "" ~----\·. - :;, 1.- ., ; r·T .• 
-1 2 ' ··..... ~-.::. 
;:: 
AI.·~·'-'( ~~-
···,r.:.Co:.C·<.o 11· ) 
... ' ~ _, ...... - .... 
y 1 2 . 12 
vvhere• t t -r;,ra.lue 










HTTr,,:::.t-tP.l·l.;:-1· "'.T;::. ""1. r·ollT"r 17-;,r-i··n1..-· ;::. ~\ .r-· ·~· ·-· ·-· • ·-· c. ·-· --r-· · . __ ...... c. . ... .. _ .
'·.T r-,!·r·r·l..-··t;::.!·l·=-1· -r.r ~. 111·,.-., r Tr·:•rl·-:. ··1..-· .-. l' ,. ·.· ·v ~· , ';::' t• ,J"-'I.) I v. <-d ~t:' 
= 1.479 
r12 = r·()t·r-;::.l~·t• -·;r·~ t·;···tTnr2-;::.r·l t1·1;::. r··=>t·t-;::.··l , •. "'lllP.·-· •J .• ._. =.:.t. _.J.I._. .._ •. I:::' • •1 '( >::;:: ••• J. ._. )£:;,}. . .... i._ / 1:,1. _ . . _ •• :1 
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APPENDIXD 
STATISTICS: VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES USED TO DETERMINE 
Y- INTERCEPTS AND SLOPES 
51 
A Macintosh Plus { Apple Computer, Inc.), using the statistical program 
StatView 512+ (Abacus Concepts, Inc.), was used to calculate the Simple 
Regressions. The regression equation and the R2 (correlation value squared) 
appear at the top of each graph. The top half of each page shows the 
hypertensive (HT) subject data, while the bottom half shows the data for the 
normotensive (NT) match. 
In the graphs of this appendix, the y-axis designated as response indicates 
the vertical fixation disparity measured (arc minutes) with right hyper as 
negative and left hyper as positive. The x-axis designated as demand 
indicates the fusional vergence demand (prism diopters) with base-down 
O.D. as negative and base-up O.D. as positive. 
VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
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de-mand 
y = - .625x - .833 ~ R-squand : . 987 
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-2 .5 -2 -1 .5 -1 -.5 0 .5 1.5 2 2.5 
De-mand 
HT subj *1 (top), and NT matche-d subj *35(boHom) 
VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 





-2 .5 -2 
-1 .5 -1 -.5 0 .5 
D€-mand 
1!1 = -c2 .Sx + 1 .833" R-squariPd : . 997 






HT subj •3( top), and NT matched sub j •2.2(boHorn) 
2 2.5 
2 2 .5 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 














-1 .5 -1 -.5 0 
Demand 
.5 
y = - .375x + .667 # R-squart-d: .355 





HT s:ubj •4(top), and NT matched sub j •18(bottom) 


















VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
g = -1.75x- 2 . 167~ R-squareod: .974 
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HT subj •t.(top), and NT matchE-d s:ubj •20(boHorn) 
2.5 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 56 














-2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -.5 0 .5 1.5 2 2.5 
Dt>mand 
' = -1 .5x - 1 .333 .. R-squar•d: .964 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 


















-1.5 -1 -.5 0 
[)~rnand 
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-2.5 -2 -1 .5 -1 - .5 0 
D~rnand 
.5 1 .5 
HT subj •9(top), and NT matchE-d subj •40(bottom) 






VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
y = -1 x + .5 ~ R-squ~r•d: .842 
Iii 
~ 






















-1.5 -1 -.5 0 
Dt>mand 
.5 
y = -1 .375x + 1 .667 ~ R-squand: .997 
0 ' ........................................................................................... ~--------------·-·---------·--·-··--~ 
-1 
1.5 2 2.5 
-2+--r---.---.---.---r-~--...--r---r-~--.--~~~-~-r-~--.,---~~ 
-2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -.5 0 
Dt>mand 
.5 1.5 
HT subj •10(top), and NT m~tch12d subj •34(bottom) 
2 2 .5 
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.. 
VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
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-2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 - .5 0 .5 1.5 2 2.5 
Dt>mand 
y =-_75x - 1, R-squarf'd: _75 
-3.5+-~~~~~~~~----~~--r-o--r-.--r-,--r-.--~. 
-2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 - .5 0 1.5 2 2.5 
~mand 
HT subj #11 (to~·) , and NT matct.t-d subj •39(bottom) 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 









-.5 0 .5 1.5 2 2.5 
De-mand 






-2 .5 -2 -1.5 -1 -.5 0 
[>em and 
.5 1.5 
HT subj •12(top) , and NT mate:t.e-d subj •z~(bottom) 
2 2 .5 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
y =- .625x + .167 .. R-squarf'd : .75 
.5 
0 ........................................... ........................ ........................ \ ..... .. 
- .5 
-1 
-1.5 ~ 0 
-2~~-r~--r-~~-r~--r-~~~--r-~~~-,--~,-~ 
-2 .5 -2 
1.5 
.5 
-1.5 -1 - .~. 0 
Dt-mand 
.5 
y = - .625x - .16 7. R-squarfod : . 987 
~"' 
"""- . 
1.5 2 2.5 
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Dt-mand 
.5 1.5 
HT sub j •14( top), and NT maicht'd sub j •7(b(•Uorn) 










VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
9 = -1.5x- 1.833, R-squar•d: .991 
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-2.5 -2 -1 .5 -1 -.5 0 .5 1.5 2 2.5 
[)~rrJ.and 
9 = -1.375x - .667 .. R-square-d: .997 
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-2.5 -2 -1 .5 -1 -.5 0 
[)~?rnand 
.5 1.5 









VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
9 = -2.75x + .167, R-squareod: _997 
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-2.5 -2 -1 .5 -1 - .5 0 .5 1.5 
D~mand 













VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
9 = -2.625x + .167~ R-squar-~d : .999 
&. 0 •···············-·······-·········-············-····················--············· 




-2.5 -2 -1 .5 -1 -.5 0 .5 1.5 2 2 .5 
Dt>mand 
y = -2.375x - .667 ~ R-squar-@od: .999 
5 :~ 
~ ~ ' 












-2 .5 -2 -1.5 -t -.5 0 .5 1 .5 2 2 .5 
[>emand 
HT subj *21 (top), and NT matched subj *36(bottom) 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITV CURVES 












-1 .5 -1 -.5 0 .5 
Dm.and 
y = - .75x + .66 7. R-squar~d : .871 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
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D~mand 
1!1 = - .75x - 1 .333. R-squartod: .964 
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VERTICAL FIXATION OISPARITV CURVES 
y = - .7Sx - .333, R-squared : . 964 
············~ ·········· · · · · ···· ·· ········ · · · ································· ·· ···· · · · ·· ········· ··-··· 
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VERTICAL FIXATION DISPARITY CURVES 
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STATISTICS: COMPARISION OF DATA OBTAINED WITH A PHOROPTER 
AND WITHOUT A PHOROPTER (19 MATCH PAIRS) 
72 
~nTHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 6 METER SLIDE(A06), fOR THE : 
HYPERTENSIVE (HT) GROUP 
X1: OP ,HT ,A06 
~an: Std. Dev.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var .: Cooot: 
1-.039 1292 1.067 l.oss 
MTiinum: H.axn.um: Range: Sum: 
1-1 125 ,,25 1-.75 
Sool Squar~d : • Hissing: 
X1 : IP )fT _.A06 
an: td. [)(>y.: Variance: 
.306 -~ 
Minimum: H.axTron: Rangt: Sum: (-.5 l.s ,, 125 
Stm Squand: • Hissing: 
CQunt: Covariance: Correlation: R-squ.ared : 
1.042 1.473 
Mean X- Y: 
1-.053 1-.747 1.4647 
Paired t value: Prob. (2- tail): 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BEnl:EEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(17 Degrees of freedom, 2 TAILED, P-:: .0~· 'Y.'hen t }t2.110) 
t = =-O?~f. - ~._J-..· I 
/·,··,. 1 4 { trxc-,··,{ no,..··( 1- -;-; 'J' 
/ ,.·.· \..!_ .. ·! •. ·v ~-"±t.. ·--"± 
= 
where: t = t value 
N = paired nurnbE>r c·i Su.biects 
::;1
2 = HypHtensi'le group vanan(:e vvttnout a phoropter 
::;~/ Hypertensive group variance W1tl1 a phoropter 
= ( 'nt·t·;::.l-c.t1·f;!'l 1-·,;::.t\I.T;::.;::.rl t·}-1;::. n ·-11·t··-·(i -.;r·:• 1 "l;::.c "-' ' J J. "•' ~~- ' ·- • -' '•' .• I I V '•'... :.J. '•' .r- .:.. t:::" '• I IJ , l I_ '•' ._I 
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~liTHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO ~liTH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 40 em. CAF~D(A040). FOR THE: 
HYPERTENSIVE(HT)GROUP 
X1 : OP ,HT #A040 
r;~ r~~v.: rd. Error: 
.134 
Varianct' : 
1-~~ Cot>f. Var.: l-~.n7 f[t: 
MT.inum: MaxYnurr.: R~: Sum: Sool Squarfd: • Missng: 
1-2 ,.75 12.75 1-1.25 16.188 lo 
X1: F ,HT ,A040 
Mean: Std. Dt>v.: Std. Error: Variance: Coeof. Var.: Courit: 
ID13 1.537 1.123 1.288 14078.671 lt9 
M"i\Ynlxn: MaxTIUn: RanQ!: Sum: Sum Squared: • Hissing: 
1-1.5 
t = 
,_75 12.25 1.25 15.188 Jo 
Con. Codf. X1: OP ,HT ,A040 Y1: IP ,HT #A040 
Covarianc(': Correlation : R-squ.ared: 
,.199 1.636 ,.405 
P~in·d t-T•st X1: OP _.HT _.A040 Y1: IP _.HT .. A040 
[)f: Mean X- Y: Paired t value: Prob. (2-tail): 
1-.079 1-.718 1.4818 
SIGNIFICANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BEHlEEN CORRELATED VAP.IANCES 
(17 Degrees of freedom, 2 TAILED .. P <: .05 'lrhen t >.t2.110) 
. 2 •) .....---(·~ - c; ~ ) _.-· "N .-, ~ 1 ~ 2 . ··! -.::. 
= =n .:::~. ~·r 
v. ~.) ·•· 
. ' ') ' " 
, ..... / 4 ::: " s . .::: ( 1-r " ) 
' 1 ;:: . 12 . 
Vll"!ere: t = t value 
N = paired number ()f Sut·jeds 
c 2 = 
·-' 1 Hypert.en:::i"ve group ·varia.nce VVithout a phoropter 
Hypertensive group vanance vvith a phoropter 
= 
("r-,t"l-,:.1· ·:>tit·,t·, l··,;:.tT..~oT;:.;:.l·l tt·,.::, T)·:::-1· t·;:..-·l v·=illl,:.C· 
._ . .._. ._. ,:.1. _ •.., ·~· .1 ~· ••• ~· •, • .,. ·~· J,'•-· I• r:l. ,. • .,. · .• + '-·· -· ·.· ·-• 
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WITHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO "YliTH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASlJRED BY DISPAROMHER AT 40 em_ (Disp ), fOR THE: 
HYPERTENSIVE (HT) GROUP 
X 1 : OP ,HT .J)isp 
Mt>an: Std_ Dt>v. : Std. Error: Varianct>: ~f. Var.: Count: 
1-.026 1.448 1.103 1.201 1-1702.204 119 
Minmm: MaxTnum : Rall9! : Sum : ~Squ¥~ : • Missirlg : 
1-1.25 Is 11.75 I-s 13.£25 fo 
X 1 : IP )IT ,l)isp 
Mean: Std. Dt>v.: Std. Error : Var~: Coef. Var.: Cooot: 
tm3 1~7 1.1~ 1.28'1 11020.%1 11 !J 
MT.murn: Maxirnc.m: Range : Sum: ~ Squar-e-d: • Missing: 
1-1.5 It 12.5 11 ls.25 lo 
Cerr. Cedf _ X 1 : OP ,HT .Disp Y 1 : IP .. HT ))isp 
t = 
Count: Covariance : Correlation: 
1.14 1.583 1.34 
R-squart>d: 
P ~in~d t-T tost X 1 : OP .. HT .Disp Y 1 : IP .. HT ,Disp 
DF: M€'an X- Y: Pairtd t value: 
1-.079 1-.753 ,.461 
Prob. (2-tail): 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFfERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATED 1;.7ARIANC:ES 
(17 Deg:rees of Freedom, 2 TAILED_. P < .0~) vthen t >.!2J 10) 
V·.1wre: t = 
N = 
-.:· 2 = 
·-'1 




= = -0 926 
t value 
f-.. -1 r~d r 11n1t- ·-- !- r-f "'tl-11-~'·t·--.. ;:~ • .1 ._. 1-.,. l _. j~ ..J ..:.•L-.. -· -..·'-·· .-:• 
Hypertensive group va.rianc:e v..rit.hout a phoropter 
Hypertensive group variance \lv"lth a phoropter 
( (lHE>lation bet\<\lE>en t11e paired values 
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~liTHOUT A PHOROPTI:R(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASURED BY A.O . VECTOGRAPHIC 6 METER SLIDE (A06)_. FOF~ THE : 
NORMOTENSIVE (NT) GROUP 
X2: OP .NT .A06 
Mean: Std. Dev.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count: 
1.145 ,.152 1.035 1.023 1104.841 
Mir.1murn: Maximum: 
0 .5 2.75 
X2: F )IT .A06 
Mean: Std.~v.: Std. Error : Yar~: Coef. Yar.: Col.rat: 
1.184 1.201 1.046 1.041 1109.343 1·9 
Minimum: Haximum: Raf!9!: Sum: Sum Squar.cl: • Missing: 
lo 
t = 
].5 J.s 13.5 11.375 (o 
Count: Covariance : Correlation : 
I-3.6550E-4 1-.012 11.4300E-4 
R-s.Ql.Jared: 
P~ir-ed t-Test X1: OP .. NT .. A06 Y1: IP_.NT_.A06 
DF: ~an X- Y: Paired t vam: 
1-.039 1-.678 ,.5061 
Prob. (2-t.ail): 
Sl!~NIFICANCE Of THE DifFERENCE Bin.TEEN CORRELATED 'tl ARIANCES 
(17 Degrees of Freedom, 2 TAILED, P < .05 ~lhen t >!2.110) 
•v\:rllere: t = 
N = 
{ '·') .. , .-. '1'1 ··~ 
•.-l..l£. _)- .U<t 'I y '·::1-..:. .• . ,., 
= . =- L~CJo 
/· /::. { •"·') ~'p' c· /1 j{ 1- u'·•oo 1/ .,,) 
..,..,.u ... ~-"' . .J'i ., - 'I._). 
t value 
paired nurnber of Subject; 
Normotens1ve group vanance Vlithout a phoropter 
s/ = Normoten~:ive group varia.nce Wlth a phoropter 
= Correlation bet\veen tl"le paired values 
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1llTHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO "11ITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS. 
MEASlT:RED BY A .0. VECTOG RAPH IC 40 em . CARD (A040), FOR THE : 
NORMOTENSIVE (NT) GF~OUP 
X2: OP ,INT ,A040 
~an: Std. IX>v.: Std. Error: Variance: ~f. Var.: Cooot: (.303 1.318 l.on 1.101 1105.14 119 
Minimum: ~xTnool: R¥19!: Swn: SunSquand: • Missing : 
f-.s 1.75 I • .25 15.75 13.562 lo 
X2: IP )IT, A040 
~an: Std. Dtv.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Cou'lt: 
1.316 1.389 1.009 1.152 1123.33 lt9 
Minimum: ~>Omum: Rat¥: Sum: SumSqu.v-~d: • Missing: 
1-.5 
t = 
1.75 11.25 16 14.625 lo 
Cerr. Cot>ff. Xt: OP ~NT ~A040 Yt: IP ~NT ~A040 
Count: Coviridnce: Correlation : R-sgu.ared: 
119 ,.062 ,.503 1253 
P.1ired t-Test Xt: OP .NT ~A040 Yt: IP ~T ~A040 
Df: Mean X- Y: Paired t vilue: Prob. (2-tail): 
1-.013 1-.16 ,.8746 
SIGN IF ICAl-KE OF THE D IffEIHNCE m:nrEEN CORRELATED V AR lANCES 
(17 Deg!'ees of Ft·eedom. 2 TAILED, P < .o:. when t )t2.110) 
. .·, ·; . r;:;-:::-(s 1" - s 2.. ) / '··--/ N-2 (.10 1-. 1_)2 ) l•fl9-2 






= = -0.9()2 
/·-.. i.-( 1'·•)' lr:::·-''1 ~.c'•' 
··-/ 'i . lJ 1 L _)~H - . .::.).),' 
paired number C•f Subiects 
Normotens1ve group vanance without a pboropter 
Norrnotensive group ·variance with a phoropter 
l~f,+·t·.:::.t-~·ti -·- 1·1 t -,--+-.; ·v· ···t·l t1·1?:. p··=·t·t··--··l Tr·::. 1U?:.·=· · vi \.- Q. •..-.iV C-'\..~\C-"t;;' , ·-· '-' t;;'0.. \ L<1 v~• 
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WITHOUT A PHOROPTEE(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS .. 
MEASlJRED BY DISPAROMETE.R AT 40 em. (Disp), FOR THE : 
NOR1• .. IOTENSIVE (NT) GP.OUP 
X2: 0P ,.T ,l)lsp. 
Hun: Std. ~v.: Std. Er-r-or : Yar-iance: DK>f. Y.-.: Count: 
1.184 1248 1.057 1.061 1134.519 119 
Minimoo'l: MaxWr.um: R~: Sum: Sum Squ¥.<!: • Mlss:ing: 
lo 1.75 1.75 13.5 11.75 lo 
X2 : I> )IT ~isp 
Mean: Std. Dev.: Std. Er-ror: Yar-1ance: DK>f. Yar.: Col.llt: 
1211 ,_375 ,_086 1.141 1178.183 119 
Minimum: Max-imum: R~: Sum: Sum Squar.d; • Mlss!\q: 
I l-.5 
t = 
1.75 1125 14 13.375 lo 
Corr. Cot>ff- X 1 : OP ,NT ..,l)isp- Y 1 : IP ,NT ,Disp 
Count: Cov arianc~ : Correlation: 
j.o4E. 1.493 J .244 
R-squared: 
J 
P~irt>d t-T.st X1: OP ,NT ,Disp. Y1: IP ,NT ))isp 
Mean X- Y: Paired t v a 1ue : Prob. (2-tail) : 
1-.026 1-.345 ,.7339 
SIG-NIFICANCE Of THE DIFFERENCE BEHilEEN CORRELATED VAPJANCES 
( 17 Degree~ of freedom., 2 TAILED, P < .05 -ow· hen t ~-!2 .1 t 0) 
,... . ,," 4 s 2 s _ 2 { 1-r 2 ·}. 
. 1 ~ '· 12 
(.OEd-.141 )lv'19-2 
= =-2.045 
/'·-. ./ 4 Co61)(.14P ( 1-.2 44) 
Vv1lere: t = t. value. 
N = paired nurnber of Su.t+::.-o::t:: 
~::: 1 2 = Normotens1ve group variance vv>1thout a phoropter 
s/ = Normote.n::iv.s- group variance. With a phoropter 
r 1·) = 
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APPENDIX F 
STATISTICS: COMPARISION OF DATA OBTAINED WITH A PHOROPTER 
AND WITHOUT A PHOROPTER (18 MATCHED PAIRS) 
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~liTHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 6 METER SLIDE (A06).. fOR THE : 
HYPEP.TENSIVE (HT) GROUP (lC: sut)jec::ts, outlier removed) 
X1: OP ,HT ,A06 
Mtoan: Std.~"-: 
.014 .181 .033 
Hlnimum: Maximum: 
-.25 25 25 
X2: IP ,HT ,A06 
Mean: Std. [)ev.: Std. Error: Varian~: C~f. Var.: Count: 
1.042 1.288 1.06B 1.083 1690268 I1B I 
Minimum: Maximum: R~: Sum: SumS~rt-d: • M1ssinq: 
1-.5 !.s 11 1.75 11.438 lo _] 
t = 
Corr. Coeff. X1 : OP ,HT ,A06 Y1 : IP ,HT ,A06 
,.014 1.27 
R-squared: 
,.073 Count: Cov ariancto : Correlation: 
DF: Mean X- Y: Paired t value: Prob. (2-tail): 
I-.02S 1-.399 ,.6952 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DIHH~ENCE BEHlEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of f1·eedom .. 2 TAILED, P < .05 when t t2.120) 
lc· 2 r · 2 ··1 ,---\·-· - .:. . ··"'·· ' J'T .. 1 ;::: J '··l ..... -6 J" ~ ~ I 1-----:---;-~ II~'<- ().R ·:~ I/\,' 1 ;.:, - .J I.• .,_ • .,_.J._} • :,_.l ._.1 I I '·-· '-I 
= 
/'-...... / 4 s 2 s 2 ( 1-r 2 ) 
I 1 2 . 12 . 
/',,, /4 { (· .·, ·;~ ){ ()p ~ ){ 1- 1!7 ·:: 'i 
·I • .. .) ) ._) . '· . ·-· ·) ._! . '· • ·-· I ._.1' 
v..rliere: t = t v;::1.lue 
N = paired nun"I!)er of SubJE>(:ts 
s12 = Hypertensive group 'la.ria.nce without a phoropter 
s} = Hypertens1ve group variance with a phoropt.er 
= 
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WITHOUT A PHOROPTER(OF) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROFTEP.(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASUIHD BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 40 em. CARD (A040}_ fOP. THE: 
t = 
HYPERTENSI\lE (HI) GROUP (18 subje(:ts, outlier remo·ved) 
X1: OP ,HT ,A040 
f'1eoan: Std. Dt.>v. : Std. Error: Cot>f. Var.: 
.042 -~ .084 .127 ~.740 
Minimum: Maximum: Ran~ : Sum: Sum Squared: 
1-.75 ,.75 11.5 ,.75 12.188 
X2: IP _,HT _,A040 
Mean: Std . ~v.: Std. Error: \larlanc:e: C'..oef. \lar.: 
1.097 1.403 ,.095 ,.163 1414.995 
M1n1mum: Max1mum: Range : Sum: Sum Squ<lred: 
1-.5 1.75 11.25 11.75 12.938 
torr. Codf. X1 : OP ,HT ,A040 Y1: 1P _.HT _.A040 
Count: Covariance : Correlation : R-~an~d: 
118 ,.029 12 I.D4 
Df: Mean X- Y: Paired t value: Prob. (2-tall): 
1-.056 1- .4B9 1.6309 
SIGNIFICAlKE OF THE DIFFERElKE BEHifEEN CORRELATED \l ARIANCES 
(16 Degrees. of freedom. 2 TAILED . P < .0~> 'W'hen t ~t2.120) 
... -, ') ) .--
1. s u - s ')"' ... ~ / I'-T .-_, 
• 1 ~ I \1 .. -£. { 1}"'- lf·,···;,'\/ lC!--::• 







_, .. _ I ,.. ·) .-, i .,., ' 
· ····,/ '1 s 
1
"' s ...... ~ l-r
1 
_.. } 
.. ·.· ~ ... 
= 
'·· ~I . ·-·) ' (_.• ~ 
= -0.511 
/'-····-/ 4C127iC163)(1-.04 ) 
where : t. = t value 
N = paired nutnber of Subject:; 
:; 1
2 
= Hypert.<?.n:::;ive group variance Without a phoropter 
s/ = Hypertensive group variance With a phoropter 
= lr·.·,t-!" •.lr t• .· . ..- t~tT ,.-. ···r· tt· p. r ··">l"t···· -l U ·">llJP.•"· __ t_,. ~ .:.1•.1•-Jil _.o ._. l-·A ~~ 1 .- 1 v r:-1.:•. ~1...~ v <.'. . ..... :. 
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1TITHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASURED BY DISPAROMETER AT 40 em. (Disp), FOR THE : 
t. = 
HYPERTENSIVE (HI) GROUP (18 sut,jects, outlier removed) 
X 1 : OP ,HT ,l)isp 
~an : Std. Dev _: Std. Error : V ar1af'ICe : CoE.>f. Var .: 
.(14Z .545 .081 .11 'J 6l3.:'i~ 
Mmimum : Maximum : Range: Sum: Sum Squared: • Missing: 
1-1 J.s 11.5 ,_15 12.062 Jo 
X2 : IP ,HT ,l>isp 
Mean: Sid. 1>€-v _ : Std. Error: Variance: ~f. Var .: Count : 
1.139 ) .395 1.093 1.156 1284.419 118 
Minimum : ~x'imum : Raf19?: Sum: Sum Squared: • Missinq: 
1-.5 11 11.5 12.5 13 lo 
Con· _ Coeff.. X 1 : OP ,HT ..,Disp Y 1 : IP ,HT ,Disp 
Courti: Covariance : R-squarE.>d: 
1.031 
P~ir-ed t-Test X1: OP ,HT ,Disp Y1: 1P ..,HT ,Disp 
Dr: Mean X- Y: 
J-.097 1-.891 ,.3853 
Paired t value: Prob. (2-tall): 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DiffERENCE BEH!EEN CORF~ELATED VARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of freedom, 2 TAILED, P < . o~. -v;rhen t >!2.120) 
{c: 2 c: 2 ·. ...... ~-.-
•. ·-· 1 - ·-· .-, } ' ·-·-.. ,1 I·T - ') 
.... i ~ w (. 119-.156 ) t\;'li;2 
=-or::,~::./ ~ · --· _..! ' = 
~Nllere: t = t v:::1.lue 
.-. 2 = H\!T')ut't-~t-·-=·iv,:::. C'1"(·, J1r. TT·:n·l· ::,1'1;-·,:::. ~·"'thout a phorop""'r 
·='1 ll·· '\.· .... _r.:; J,._l.l. • ••• C• ·-· -·-l-· v ·--.6. ·-· ·-· ·-· V"r' J. L);;" 
s2 
2 
= Hypertensive group variance 'With a phoropter 
rl.-. 
.:. = 
('<)t··-~·l-~1t1• r·.t"l t·)~tT ... 7~pt'o t1-, ?;. F)"~11· 1-~(-i \7-=1 11J~ C· ~·\..· J. ·-· '-· -· ·-· -· ·,.• · \ ·, ·•· ••· LJ. -·J._ ·- · · 1-- ·..r- ·- r •_ • ., - · ·-· .,_r 
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WITHOUT A PHOROPTI:R(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASURED BY A.O. VECTOGRAPHIC 6 METER SLIDE (A06), FOR THE: 
t = 
NORMOTENSIVE (NT) GROUP (18 sut)jects, outlier subject's match removed) 
X1 : OP ,NT ,A06 
~an: Std . Dev. : Std. Error : Yar~nce : 
.153 .1~2 .036 .023 99.439 
Minimum: Maximum: Rangt>: Sum: Sum Squared: • Hissing: 
lo 15 15 12.75 ,.812 jo 
X2: IP )IT _.A06 
Mean: Std. Df.v.: Std. Error : Variance: Coef. Yar.: 
( .194 1202 1.048 1.041 1103.944 
Mmimum: ~ximum: Range : Sum: SumSquar~: jo 1-s 1-s 13.5 11.375 




P~ind t-Tut X1: OP .NT .A06 Y1: 1P )IT .A06 
Df: Mean X- Y: 
1-.042 ,_ .678 ,.507 
Paired t value: Prob. (2-tail): 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BET~rEEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 





( .-. ,, . r----.:- G - •=- C, \ .A ·' l'l •"o 
._I 1 ·-· 2 J • .. ....... / .'t -,c., 
~./, 2 "'1 ") / ', • u.. c- s "' 1 -r "' 
"
1 
-:1 "1 2 \ 12 . 
= 
Co2 3-. o4 n .-'\f 1 a-2 
:=================- = -1.1.)0 
"";4 Co2 ~)(.041 l( 1-.00442 ) 
Vv11ere: t = t T-lalue 
N = paired number of Subjc-ct..s 
s12 = Normotensive group variance Witbout a phoropt.er 
s,,z = Nc·rmotensive grot_lp variance With a phoropt.er 
" 
= 
! (· ··r;::.l-::> t·< ~.1·1 t·· ;::.t• ,,y;::.;::.l-1 thP. r.)~ 1· r.:..-j -.:ralllP.-=· 
·- · _;.!. ·-· CJ • .....&. ' ·-· ) --· • ~·y • ..,. • .., ·..r '-'· ..... .... ' {" - -· ·-· 
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WITHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASURED BY A.D. VECTOGRAPHIC 40 em . CARD (A040), FOR THE: 
t = 
NORMOTENSIVE (NT) GROUP (18 sut)jects, outlier sutject's match remove.j) 
X 1 : OP ,NT ,A040 
Std. DE'v.: Std. Error: Yariar.et>: 
.333 :z.n .07 .088 89.113 
Minimum : Max1mum : Rang!: Sum: Sum Sqwred: 
1-.5 1.75 11.25 16 13.5 
X2: IP )IT .1.040 
Me-an: Std.~v. : Std. Error: \1 ariaooe : Coef. Yar.: 
1.361 1.345 1.081 ,.119 ,95.641 
Minimum: Maximum: R~: Sum: Sum Squared: 
E25 1.75 11 16.5 14.375 
Corr _ Ce~ff_ Xt: OP .rn .A040 Y1 : IP .NT .A040 
Cooot: Covariance: Correlation : R-s.quared : 
ID3B 1.37 ,.137 
Mean X- Y: Paired t value: PYob. (2-tall): 
1-.028 J-.325 ,.7492 
SIGNifiCANCE Of THE DIFFERENCE BEnl:EEN CORRELATED VARIANCES 
(16 Degrees of freedom, 2 TAILED, P-; .0~· when t >~2.120) 
•• -. <) ~ 1s .::. - s _"' ).r-._ ~ · I~ ·1 \ 1 ~ ........ ~-.::. 
v..There : t = t value 







= Normotensiv€- group variance without a phoropter 
s2 
2 = Norm()tensive group variance VVi th a phoropter 
= Correlfttion betvoleen the paired values 
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WITHOUT A PHOROPTER(OP) RESULTS COMPARED TO WITH PHOROPTER(IP) RESULTS, 
MEASURED BY DISPAROMETER AT 40 em. (Disp), fOR THE: 
t = 
NORMOTENSIVE (NT) GROUP (18 subjects, outlier subject's match removed) 
X1: OP )H _,Disp. 
~an : Std. ~v.: SM. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: 
.194 .251 D59 .063 128.991 
Minimum: Max1mum: Range: Sum: Sum Squared : • Missing: 
lo 1-75 1-75 13.5 11.75 jo 
X2 : IP ,.NT ,.Disp 
Mean: Std.~v.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count: 
1.25 1.343 1.081 1.118 1137.199 jts 
Minimum: Maximum: RancJ!: &m: Sum Squar-ed: • Missing : 
1-.25 1-75 11 14.5 13.125 fo 
C.rr. C:O.ff. Xt: OP )CT _.Disp. Yt: IP _.RT _,Disp 
Count: Covariance : Corre l.ltion : R-square-d : 
,.04 1.47 1.221 
P ilir"Pd t-T Pst X 1 : OP )CT _.Disp. Y 1 : IP )CT _.Disp 
Mean X- Y: Paired t value: Prob. (2-tail): 
In __ ___._I-_.D56 ___ ..L..I-_.7_47 __ __._I-4_e.s_s __ -J 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CO:RRELATED VARIANCES 
(16 Degt·ees of Freedom, 2 TAILED, P < .OS when t >t2.120) 
(s12 - s 2 2 )./'-.,~fN-2 
/' I 4 s 2 s _ 2 { 1-r 2 ) 
'--. 1 <:: 12 . 
t value 
= 
(. 063-.11 & ) !i,{lf;i 
/··,,./' 4 { ~)f1 ~ ). { 11 Co '1 { 1- ? ? 1'1 
\ • \. •.• ._.1 \ • (), \ •-- I 
-.;Nhere: t = 
N = paired number of Su.bjeds 
=-1.447 
Normotensive group variance without a phoropter 
s2 2 = Normotensive group variance with a phoropter 
= Correlation betv-1een the paired values 
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APPENDIX G 
ANTIHYPERTENSIVE MEDICATION CATEGORIES AND ANALYSIS 
86 
THE HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS VvEF:E C:Li· .. SSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE 
i~ ... NTI-HYPEF~TENSI\lE t.JEDICATIONS THAT THEY 'iNERE TAKING . 
THE 6 CATEGORIES vVERE: 
L DIURETICS ONLY. 
7 SUBJECTs I # 6 I 9 J 1 0 J 1 2 J 13.. 1 6 I 3 7. 
II. COt.,ff.JNATION OF DIURETICS AND f:.ETA-ADF:ENEF:CiiC f.LOCKING . 
c- C'TJPJE ·-·t·~ # ? c ~, 1 ~ /. ; ,-, 
_) _, L' l . :::, J ..), '11 .::. I c."±_. <... o. 
III. COtv!f:.IN ... :!._.TION OF DIURETICS A:ND ALPHA-P. ... DRENERGIC BLOCKING . 
. 3 SUE·JECTS_. # 1 ("outlier"\ 141 2 7. 
Pl. CCHv1BIN .. 6 ... TION OF DIURETIC AND CENTR ... 6 ... LLY ACTING ACiENT 
(SYJ-.AF·ATHETIC DEPRESSOR). 
1 SU:E-JECT, # 1 :) . 
-.. .. l ALPHA-ADRENERGIC f·LOCKINCY. ONLY. 
') C'TTBJE·-·t'7 # .:: 11 
.::... ~· ... _. } f._. ..:.·} (_.1 J J. • 
'li . ANGIOTENSIN -CON\lERTINCr ENZYf·AE INHIBITLNG. 
1 SUBJECT, # 2 9. 
P--~"' 1 1"'~ tll~ llUrr-11~~f ~1- C'lJtj·-.. -·tc- l.fl 6~1~h gr-·11T' y,,...,,.. ~"'ffi~1ll "'fl· n-~f"'illC' .-.t'"'tl'.-.+-t·,-.. -,1 L :• l;;::'= .... -•:'.·-.·=·~ . ....... .J.L• _Jt::;: .__., ·-· ..' t:::" t_. --· "'V'"C: .~--- '·-·' - ·r-·' 'f'/•:J.-~ ·=· •:.. _. ·:1. c.'--J •--- - ··-· -:•v:•. ·=·~- ._ ..:J. 
analysis -.:,q::.t:: fl()t (lone. Alt11ough, V·!hen tlle rnagnitu·1€'s of t11e a::sociated phoria. 
n-1 ~ "'1 . . -1 r T,Ta1 11 ~ {"'· T oT~r ~ r· ~)1-11p ~.r~ ~1 fl ~ ,..., ·t~,--t.., t-· tt' ·::.1 "'1. f'f~t-"'·n ~ ~,... T. T~!- ~ 1-(''ljlll ·-1 Fr·t- t~-1 ~ ~r .. .J. •:.. l ,~-~'-'-It::'-=~ '/Y ·-· e ._.1._. .t•:.t. ••• •._ .• I._) .::•Li. _}:;; .~:.1. J. c.•. l._.J. l ·-· 'V 1 ••• ~-:r \"',' ·-· t:" ._.I J.'.. . ·-· L.,J. ...... 
•) .~">t ~a~r-1· ~I"' ~JT1.t1- t- ~- ~ 1-=>rrf~l"'t r- 111Y· t· ~r ~- 1- ,-.,,tl• ~.~+,-. ...:l~r-~-rl' ptiTT-· j.-,t·::. "'!-~ pt-~,-·~n tc-"' 
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Hypertens1 ves tak1 ng diuretic medi cat 1 ons 87 
X 1 : OP ,HT, #.06, DIURETICS 






X2: OP ,HT ,#.040 ,DIURETICS 
Std. Dev.: Std. Error: Varianc:e: Coef. Var.: Count : 





X3 : OP ,HT ,D ISP )>lURE TICS 
~;td. Dev. Std. Error : Variance : Coef. VaL: Count: 
,_071 1.036 1264.575 1.189 
1--iaxim•Jm: 
t'-1t-di.an : 
I o I 
.25 .5 
X4: IP ,HT, A06 ,D JURETICS 
Std. [Jt-V.: Std. ErTot-: Variance: Cc•ef. '.Jar . : Count: 
1.197 1.074 1.03'3 1183.586 17 f'·ledi-:m : 
1'1-~ximum : Ran·~-=: Sum: I ~I 
.,. 
.5 "71:" _._1 
. I--' 
Xs: IP ,HT ,A040 ,DIURETICS 
Std. Dev.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count: 
1.336 1.127 !.113 1156.938 17 Median : 
t-·hximum: 
~r:: 










Hypertensives taking diuretic medications 
X6 : IP ,HT ,D ISP ,DIURETICS 
~t<l. Dev . : ~t<l.Error: var1ance: coef. VaL: 





One- Standard Dt>viation Error Bars for Co1umns: X 1 ... X6 









NT m~:~tches of HT t~:~king diuretic medications 89 
Xt : OP ,NT ,A06, 
Me-an: Std . De-v.: Std. Error : Varianct> : Coe-f Var. : Count: 
1.107 ,.134 , .051 ,.018 1124.722 17 I t"'!i>dian : 
t1inimum : t··1.axim•Jm : I 0 I 
0 .25 .75 
X 2 : OP.,NT, A040 
Std . De-v.: Std. Error· : Cot>f. Var . : Count: j.5 1.062 1.25 1.094 
Minimum : t1a:ximum: I 50 
.25 .75 3.5 
X3 : OP ,NT ,D ISP 
t--lean: Std. De-Y.: Std. Error : Varianc>?: Coe-f. Var.: Count: 
I·)C··· , .304 ,.115 ,.092 1106.311 17 I L.:J 
__ ._.!;:, 
t'1irrimum : Maximum: Rar.qe- : Sum : 
0 .75 .75 2 
X4: IP ,NT ,A06 
Std. D>?v.: Cl)€'t. Var.: 
1.214 1.225 1.085 1.051 1104.969 
Minimum: Maximum: Ranqe : Sum: .25 
0 1.5 
X5 : IP ,NT, A040 
t--1ean: Std . Dev.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count: 
1.321 1.13 1.119 1107.344 
t·1inimum : t''laximum : .-.c-
. .L ·- ' 


























NT matches of HT teki ng diuretic medi cet ions 
X6 : IP ,NT .D ISP 
~tO . DE'V .: ~ta.n-ror : v;.nance : coer. var. : cour.t : 
1.43 ,.162 1.185 1120.277 17 
t1.aximum : 
.75 2.5 
One Standard Deviation Enor Bars for Columns: X1 ___ X6 























- - ~· 
Hypertensives toking diuretics ond betel-blockers 

















Std. [)e-y. : 
1.518 
r·-ta>:: imi.Jm : 
.,.., 
.i •.J 
X1 : OP ,HT ,A06 ,diur&b-b 
Std. Error : Variance : Cot-f. Var .: Count : 
1.061 1.019 1136.931 
.5 
X2: OP ,HT ,A040 ,diur-&b-b 
Std. Errot·: Vari.ctnce : Coef Var .: Count : 
j.158 j .125 1141.421 js 
1 ~.c:-
. .£._1 0 
X3: OP ,HT ,Dis ,diur-&b-b 
Std. Error: Variance : Coef. Var. : Count : 
1.257 1.331 1-575.543 
- .5 
X4: IP ,HT ,A06 ,diur&b-b 
Std. Err N- : Variance : Co!O'f. Var .: Count: [1 Gs 1149.071 Is 
R-:moe : Sum: 
r- ""l'"= -~· .t._• 
X5: IP ,HT ,A040 ,d1ur-&b-b 
Std. Error: V-"rianeoe- : Coe-f. Var. : Count: 
1·"")7'".• 1.269 1-518.411 
I js . L·-•.L 
R-:inqe : Sum: 
1 .-,r:; 
















Hypertensives taking diuretics and beta-blockers 
X&: IP ,HT ,Dis ,diur&b-b 
~tO.t'(>V.: ~to. uror : vanance: Co(>r. var.: coum: 
,_548 1.245 ,_3 1365.148 
Maximum: 
.75 
One Standard Deviation Error Bars for Columns: X1 ___ X6 










NT matches of Hypertensives taking diuretics and beta-blockers 93 
X1: OP ,NT _.A06 
M.,.an : Std . [>.,.v.: Std. Error: VariancE-: Coef. Var Count: 
1.15 j.137 ,.061 1.019 191.287 15 t·-1e-dian : 
t··1inimum: Ma:x:imurn: -}I:" 
·"'-·-' 
0 ~.c .L..J -c . 1-J 
X2: OP ,NT ,1.040 
t1E-an: Std. D€-v . : Std. En-or-: Var-lanc€' : Count: 
1.4 1.137 1.061 j.o19 Is t1e-dian: 




.25 2 (I 
X3 : OP ,NT _.Disp 
~-'lean: Std. De-..'.: Std. En-or: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count: 
1-;c 1.25 , .112 ,.062 jwo Is ~ .L..J Minimum: t1a:x:imum : Ranqo?: Sum: I 
0 c .·J .5 1 ·;c -4-J 
Std. [io!'V.: (I)Uflt: 
Minimum: t·1aximum: 
1.3 1.112 !.05 1.012 137.268 t--1.:-dian : 
[ 2s I 
1.5 1.5 
Xs : IP .NT. A040 
Std. [>ev Std. Error: Varianc_,.: Coef. Var.: Coun~: 
1.55 1.209 1.094 1.044 
t···1inimum : t'l=sxim!Jm : 
.50 
.75 2.75 



























X6: IP .NT .Disp 
Std . D~v . : Std . Error : Varianc€' : Co~f. Var .: Count: 
1.224 j.l 1.05 155 .902 15 
Maximum : Ranq€- : Sum : 
.75 .5 .-, L 
One Standard Deviation Error Bars for Columns: X1 __ _ X6 
f 1 


















1- ~.~ . ..c.  
t·1inimum : 
.,. 





Hypertensives toking diuretics ond olpho-blockers 






















X1 : OP ,HT ,A06,diur&.aa-b 
Std. Error : Variance: Coef. Var. : Count : 
1.333 1.333 1-173.205 13 
-1 
X2: OP ,HT ,A040 ,diur-&aa-b 
Std. Error: Variane:e : Coef. Var .: Count : 
1.75 11 .688 1-~JC"Q ,-•i)O L ·-' -· .C• ._, 13 
-1 .5 0 
X3: OP ,HT ,Dis ,diur&aa-b 
Std . Error: Variancl? : Coef. Var.: Count: 
1.546 1.896 1-56 7.891 
- .5 
X4 : IP ,HT, A06 ,diur &aa-b 
Std. Error: Var i<tnet- : (:(lf?f. Var .: Count: 
,.144 I ~~~-. __ b..c. 1-100 13 
- .75 0 
X5: IP ,HT ,A040 ,diu,-&.aa-b 
Sfd . Error : Vari.anc{': Coef. V.ar .: Count : I (>~·q 
. \.J.s... 11.188 1-47"' oq % ._ • ._J ---~ ... 13 








I -.25 I 
Hypertensives t eking diuretics end e 1 phe-b 1 ockers 96 
X6 : IP ,HT ,D1sp ,d1ur-&aa-b 
Meart: Std. DE-v.: Std. Error: Variance: Cot>f. Var.: Count: 
1-.417 ,.946 1.546 ,.896 1-227.15€. 13 t1edi.an: 
1'1inimum: 1'-laximum: I o 
-1.5 
.25 -1.25 0 
One Standar-d Deviation Err-or Bars for- Columns : X 1 ___ X6 
.5 







OP ,HT, AO£. OP ,HT _. AO~ OP _.HT pis_,... IP _,HT, A06... IP .. HT, A04o.. IP _.HT ,Disp ... 
Tests 
The "outlier-" h!dPertensive sut•_iect # 1 wa::; include1j in this cetegor!d.· Y.lhicrt 
biased Ute data. Tt·te actua1 data for tt"te u-wee hypertensive subJects in Uiis 
rnedi catl on cateqorq an1j their norrnoten!3i · ... ·e rnatche!::; m-e inc l wjed t1e 1 o··, ... , ... 
·- ~ 
0 .25 .5 0 .5 ?r ~---~ 
0 ~.r::- .25 -.25 ....,.~ 0 I _.£_ ._i .L. ..... • 
0 - .-,c 0 0 -.5 - r::- i .L·-" 
··-· ! 
r= ·-tc 0 0 0 0 _._1 . .L-_l 
0 ·}I::' • ..:..-_1 0 0 0 -.25 
NT matches of HT taking diuretics end alpha-blockers 97 
M~an : Std. D~v. : Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var. : Count : 
1.16? 1.:2:89 1.16? j.oe3 1173.20:· 1'1edian : 
I o t1inimum: 11.aximum: 
0 
X2: OP ~NT ,A040 
Mean: Std. D~v. : Std. En-or: Variance: Coef. V.ar .: Count: 
1.083 1.289 1.167 1.083 I ~A6.41 13 t~1ediar. : 
f'1ir.imum : t'1aximum : Ranqe : Sum: •"')C'" 
. .L.~-' 
~.r:-
- . .£.._1 .25 r .• _1 .25 
X3 : OP ~NT .,1>1sp 
t·1ean: Std. [!E-V.: Std. Error: Varianr::E': Coef. Var. : Count: jo lo jo Ia I· 13 1'1t-dian : I t·,linirnum : t1aximum: Ranqe: Sum: !;;! 
0 0 0 0 0 
X4: IP ,NT .,A06 
!"lean: Std. Dt?v.: Std. Errot- : Varian~;e: Coef. Var.: Count: jo lo lo lo I· 13 Median: 
1'1inimum: 1'1aximum: R.:snQE': Sum: I 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 
Xs : IP ,NT. A040 
Mean: Std . De-v.: Std. Err(!r: Cl)e-f. Var . : Count : 
1-.167 1.083 1-173.205 
t···1inimum : 




























NT matches of HT taking diuretics and alpha-blockers 
X& : IP ,NT ,D'isp 
Std. C>ev. : Std. Error: Varianc~ : Coef. Var . : Count : 
1.25 , .144 j.ot.2 1-100 13 
Maximum : 
0 - .75 0 
On~ Standard D~v'ia1'ion Err-or Bars for Columns: X1 ___ X6 
.......... .. ! ....... .................... ............................................................................................................................ .. 
l 
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APPENDIX H 
QUESTIONNAIRE FORM, SYMPTOMS QUESTIONNAIRE TABLE AND RESULTS 
100 
Subject •- OUESTI annAl RE 
P4RT 1 
Rate each of the following symptoms as they apply to you. Part I 
quest ions are meant to define any symptoms noted under norma 1 everyday 
conditions wrli le wearlng prescript ton glasses, if requlred. Do not 
describe eye symptoms that exist under unusual and extremE- conditions 
noted durlng times of eye Injury, allergy or Infection. 
KEY: 1 (Never) 2 (Sometimes) 3 (Frequently) 4 (Always) 
__ Blurred distance vision 
__ Blurred near vision 
__ Double vision when looking beyond 10 feet 
__ Double vision when looking within 10 feet 
(list any specific times, if any, that you see double: 
__ Can only read or do near work for short periods of time 
__ Lose place when readinq 
__ Skip lines or words when reading 
__ Difficult to concentrate while performing a visual task 
__ Words seem to run together when you read 
__ Eyes feel strained, pulling, tired 
__ Headaches which you attribute to tr1e use of your eyes. 
(frequency, severity, location, any pattern, what relieves thern,etc.) 
P41lT 2 
Age_ Heigrtt __ Weight __ Race ____ Sex __ 





Do you use tobacco? Yes_ No_ If Yes, answer the following 
list Type,ie., cigarettes, pipe, etc.------------
How much?------------
How long have you used tobacco?------------
Are you presently taking any medications? Yes_ No_ 
If Yes,answer the following: 
For what condition(s)? -----------------
If you know the specific medications, please list them: 
Approximately how long have you been taking each medication? 
To the best of your knowledge, do any immediate blood relatives have high 
blood pressure? Yes_ No_ 
If yes, describe their relationship to you:-----------
Do they have any other known medical conditions? If so. what? 
Any other details (for example, at what age were they diagnosed as 
having high blood pressure? Do they take medications for it? etc.) 
Your Name_· --------------




SV~lPTOMS QUESTIONNAIRE TABLE 
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. ?..~.,.P. .. I~.n~.~ .. ~r .. ~·~~.9.r~.~: .. '~:·.~.~.Q .. r.~~-q) . .Q9 ..................................................... l ..... ?.l ..... ~l ..... L ..... ?l. .... U ...... 1.L ... U ..... .1 .i. .. J.L. .. ..l.L .. J..L .... .1.l ..... f.l ... ...1.L.J .. i ...... L ...... J .. L ... ..1.l ..... ?.L. .... .. P.1.f.fi.~ .~ !.~ .. !.9. .. ~~D.~~.~~.~.r..~~~-·~(..t!).). ~ .. .P.~.r..f.~.r.n:1.i . ~.9 .. ~.Y.i .~.~~.! .. ~~.~.~.i ..... ?..l ..... ~ .. i ..... .1 .. [ ..... J .. L ... ..1.l ..... J ..i ..... ?.l. .... ?.! ..... .tl ..... ti ..... .1.l ..... ~ .. i .. .... 1.l ..... 1 .. 1 ..... .1 .. [..... ,.J ..... ~.l ..... J .. i. .... ?.l ...... . 
. ~(~.r.~.~ .. ~~-~m .. ~9 .. .r..~n . .t9.9.~~.~~.r. .. ':1..~~.~ ... Y~.Y .. r~.~~~ ..... ........... ............... l. .... ?.i ...... 1.l ..... J.J ...... 1.l.. . ..J..i ..... J.l .... .J..! ..... gl ..... J ..! ..... .1.l ..... J ..l ...... 1.L .... ?.i ..... J.l ..... , .. i ..... J.l, ..... J .. i ...... 1.l.. ... ?..i .. ..... . 
• 1 ' 11' t' d ' 2' ,..., I ?' ?' .,. ?' ,. ' ..,. 2' ' l' ..... ..,. 1' 1 • ,... ' ..... 1. -' ~.Y.~~ .. ~~-~ .... ~~r~.1.~~~.1 .. .P..~ .... ~.r!9 ....... !X~ ....... .... .... .... ....................................... l ... ..... l.. ... ~.l ..... ~L. ... '7:.i ..... ~L.. .. ~.L .... 4.l ..... ~.L .... : .. l .... J.L.. ..... L .. ~.i ..... ~l ........ i.. ...... l.. ... ~.i .. ... ~.l ........ i. .... ?.l ....... . 
Headact1es lo~··hich you attribute to Ute use of yotJt· eyes l 11 1 i 1 i 2i 2i 2! 21 2! 21 11 11 l i 21 ll 1 l 21 21 1 i 21 
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SYMPTOMS QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Averages were calculated for each question for both groups 
1. Blurred distance vision 
2. Blurred near vision 
3. Double vision v.rhen looking t)eyond 10 feet 
4. Double vision Vv1wn looking witl1in 10 feet 
5. Can only read or do near work for short periods of time 
6. Lose place 'Nhen reading 
7. Skip lines or ·v-lords '"1hen reading 
b. Difficult to concentrate vmile performing a visual ta~;l~ 
9. ¥lords seem to run togetlwr Vi1'1en you read 
10. Eyes feel strained, pulling, tired 
11. Headaches vvhicll you attribute to tl1e use of your eyes 
RESULTS 
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APPENDIX I 
EXAhHNi·.TION FORl·iiS, PACIFIC UNIVERSITY CONSENT fi:)R!··{. 
r·,Er:. ~ F'TJ·.:'k'NT np TH~ 6 RJv'fY 'J(JT TTPTEk'f.• il (,JREE1,XEI··TT b fk'IDI 6 'JIT L- r .L.a. .. .1 J..a: ... • ._,. ........ .~,. .~. .. • ..1 1 •. _ . ........ ·~· .... ~ .~. LJ .. .~..... " ... tl c • " .1 .1 .1 " , 
1vL6.DIGi.N i 1.PJv!Y J.,.iEDIC.t..L CENTER APPLIC.L~.TION AND }\PPROVAL FOE 
A 
Subject Number_ Name ___________ Date __ _ 
Habitual Rx: oo _________ os ________ _ 
VA 6 m. oo os 40 em. OD ___ os ___ _ 
Eye Dominance 00_ OS_ Stereoacuity: Titmus ___ Randot ___ _ 
·Habitual· - out of phoropter testing 
AO Vectographic@ 6M.("associated phoria") ____ / ___ Ave: __ 
AO Vectographic@ 40cm.("associated phoria") __ _, ___ Ave: __ 
Disparometer @ 40cm. ("associated phoria") ___ _, ____ Ave: __ 
In Phoropter testing 
AO Vectographic @ 6M.("associated phoria">----' ____ Ave: __ 
AO Vectographic @ 40cm. ("associated phoria") __ _~ ____ Ave: __ 
Disparometer @ 40cm. ("associated phoria") _______ Ave: __ _ 
Disparometer @ 40cm. (direct measurement of FD in arcminutes) 
Unforced Vergence, No Prism I Ave: ___ _ 
Insert 2 BU before the Right Eye, 
wait 1 min., measure ____ / ____ Ave: ___ _ 
Unforced Vergence, No Prism,wait 1 min, measure / ___ _ 
Ave_· __ _ 
Insert 2 BD before the Right Eye, 
wait l min., measure ___ __~ ____ Ave: ___ _ 
Secondary Level Testing 
AT 40cm. 
~l8p __ •16 (Blur Out, Br. Rec.) _ _,; _ _,/ __ 
•17 (Bl Out,Br,Ree.) _! _ _ll __ •18d Supru_a __ lnfr~a __ _ 
LFD (AO Vee.)----'--- Ave; ___ _ 
AT 6M. 
~ 12p ___ ~9 (first blur) ___ •1 0 (Br, Rec.) _ _, 
•11 (Br.,Rec.)_/_ •12d Suprau_ __ lnfrau_ __ 
LFD (AO Vee.)---'---- Ave: ___ _ 
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Subject Number_ Name, ___________ Date. __ _ 
Hab1tual Rx: 00·---------05·---------
VA 6m. oo os 40cm. oo. ___ os. __ _ 
Eye Domtnance 00_ OS_ Stereoacutty: Tttmus Rando ~...... __ _ 
·Habitual· - out of phoropter testing 
AO Vectograph1c «» 6M. (~associated phoria"), ____ / ___ Ave: __ 
AO Vectographic t» 40cm.("assocfated phoria"), __ -' ___ Ave :. __ 
Disparometer «» 40cm. ("associated phoria">·----' ____ Ave_· __ 
In Phoropter testing 
AO Vectographic @l 6M.("associated phoria">·----' ____ Ave_· __ 
AO Vectographic «» 40cm. ("associated phoria") __ _~! ___ Ave: __ 
Disparometer ~ 40cm. ("associated phoria"), __ -' ___ Ave_· __ 
Disparometer tt 40cm. (direct measurement of FD in arcmfnutes) 
Unforced Vergence, No Prism I Ave_· __ _ 
Insert 2 BD before the Right Eye, 
wait 1 min., measure ____ / ____ Ave: ___ _ 
Unforced Vergence, No Prism, walt 1 min, measure / ___ _ 
Ave: ___ _ 
Insert 2 BU before the Right Eye, 
wait 1 min., measure ----~----Ave: __ _ 
Secondary level Testing 
AT 40cm. 
•t3B •tap 
•17 (Bl Out,Br,Rec.) --' 
•t6 (Blur Out, Br. Rec.) 
t__ •tad Supra 





•a 1 12p •g (first blur) •1 0 (Br, Rec.) 
.. 11 (Br.,Rec.) _! ~ •t2d Supra Infra 








INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
I. lnstHutton 
A. Title of Project: Correlot ion Bet ween Verticol Flxotion Di spori ty 
end Essentiol Hypertension. 
B. Principol Invest igotor: Ronold D. Foncher, O.D., 357~6151 ,ext. 2272. 
C. Principol Advisor: Robert L. Volt on, O.D., Ph.D., 357-6151, ext. 2272. 
0. Locot ion: Pocific University College of Optometry, Forest Grove, OR. 
E. Dote: 1986. 
II. Project Description: This project is designed to meosure vert icol 
positi9ning of the eyes in normol ond essent iol hypertensive pot ients. 
This positioning will be determined by hoving you view two horizontol 
hnes, one of which will be seen by eoch eye. You will weor polorizing 
glosses (like those worn to view 3-D movies} foro short time while these 
meosurements ore obtoined. 
Ill. Description of Risks: There ore no known risks involved in the 
ossessment of verticol eye posit ion (fixotion dispority). Your nome will 
be kept confidentiol ond will not be used in ony pubhcotion of the reseorch 
do to. 
IV. Description of the Benet;ts: This study will increose the 
understonding of possible relotionships between hypertension ond eye 
position. 
V. Compensotion ond Medicel Core: If you ore injured in this experiment, 
it is possible thot you will not receive compensation or medical care from 
Poclfic University .. the experimenters or ony other orgonizotion ossocioted 
with the experiment. All re6sonoble core will be token to prevent injury 
however. 
VI. Hypertensive TheroQy: Nothing in this experiment will constitute eny 
modiflcotion to the hypertensive tre6tment progr6m your physici6n rn6y 
heve prescribed to you. This experiment is tot6lly seperote from ony 
medicetions, ther6pies or other recommendetions your physici6n mey heve 
given. 
VII. Alternetives Adventegeous to Subjects: Not Appliceble. 
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VIII. Offer to Answer An~uiries : The experimenter wtll be happy to 
answer any questions thet you heve at any time during the course of the 
study. If you ore not setisfied with the onswers you receive, pleose cell 
Dr. James Peterson ot 357-0442. During your porticipotion in this project 
you ore not e cllnic patient of Pocific University College of Optometry end 
you ore being seen only for the purposes of research. All Questions should, 
therefore~ be directed to the researchers who will be solely responsible 
· for the project. In the event of on emergency requiring eye core~ the 
College of Optometry Clinic will be ovoileble to you as it would be to ony 
patient. The testing conducted as port of this research project does not 
cons\.it ite o complete vision examinet ion ond you ere therefore requested 
to meintein your reguler schedule of vision exeminetions with your own 
vision cere provider. 
IX. Freedom to Withdrew: You ere free to withdrew your consent end 
discontinue portlcipot\on in this project or activity ot ony time without 
prejudice to you. 
I hove reod ond understood the above. I am 16 years of oge or over ( or this 
form is signed for me by o porent or guardian). 
Nome 
Address 
City Stote Zip Phone 
Signoture 
Dflte 
Nflme end eddress of e person not living with you who will fllwey~; know 
your oddress. 
, - - - -- ··-·--VOU.Jt.TTHR ACRUME'-'l ;U:f,t>A.V'T 
.... _ ... -~ ... _ ... ~- - '- •- Ot-t-_.- a..._.. "--•r 
jtUF- ,-ORW. Lt AFT£:.-n:D !''\' 'T'HI: PRJ\ A~) A~ Of )fli4 109 
-! l. Al!THOR.."n': 10 usc ao:.:.. ~us~ !lOl -c 10 usc 1D7Hos~. 
; }. P'JUNCIJ'.C.. !'UR1'0SE: 'fo c~on~,.nt •olueuary .-rtK"tp.t.tOr> in &itt O•n-l l"-l•r•t.•on end k-rch hornrr .. SSt-: er.d ho~ 
' 
.Go,_ will ~ ..cl for to.nt.ihca&.aon and loeaurat puf'POM. 
'· JtOL"TlNI: US£S: ~ £SN aftd ftc,~ adci,_ will M a.wd for iOenllfteation and k>catint pu~ Information ~i¥rd from Uu 
nud\' will tM- UHd 1.0 clocu~nt O.t atudy; trnpiPmen\.aUon of rn•d•cal prorra"": J.eachmr: •d•udtcat•on of rla1"": anc lor t.nr manoaLory 
I 
repo.runr of rnHilcalrondttton a£ req1ur"d by ••••. ln!ormalton tna)' ~ furn .. n"d Lo F•orral. S~.aa and loc.ala,encot'L. 
( . .MANDATORY OR VOLU,..."TARY DlSCLOSURE: Thr fumuhinr of SSt\ and homt addr~" manoalo~· and ntN!r..ar~ · w providt 
identification and LD ron~.act you if future mformallon mdtcaLM that your health may l>t alinnel)' aflectec! . failure 1.0 provtOf' Lhf' 
inlorrnauon may precluot your •olun~.ary panicJpalion in thil in••I..!JaLtonal nudy. 
I 
rART A. VOL.UI<lTEER AFFIDAVIT 
f VOLUl\'TI:ER SUBJECTS It-: A.PrROVI:D DErARTIIU:t\"T Or THE ARMY RESEARCH STUDIES 
Volunteen under t.hr proviaioru of AR 70·2b an authoriz.ed t .. U nec-'1')' medical c:vr for inJU'I')' or ciu•eur whtch i.L U.r pro:umalt 
,,_wl o! s.heir participation in auch atud•-. 
. I. SSN havinr 
ll-ft. ,,,.,, Mllidk/ 
' I f"!l capacity &o c:o~nt and h...-inr attained my birth0.3•, do hereby •olun.__r t.c> JJ&rt.icipale ln Correlation Between Vertical Fixation Disparitl and Essential H;t;eertension 
I 
, .. .-rrn •rwll)l} I 
I . 0. t: r MAJ Ronald D. Fancher, 0 .D., US IM\~cted at Madigan Armv Me.dical Center I unacr 1rec 1on o ........ r or .... ,,. ... on/ 
Tht implicat.iozu of my •olun~· participation: the nature, duration and purpoar of thr ,_eareh 1tuciy; the method' and mearu by 
wbieh lt iJ liD be c:onciut:led; and tht inronnnienc::a and b.uar~ that Ina'' reuonably be u:poeca.ed hBYt been explained w mt by 
-. 
. 
I ha-.e been ,n-ell Ill opportulli~· ill ul.: Clllectionr c:oneerninr this inveni,ationalnudy. An~· auch ~:~ustiorv """re arvwerecl w m3• 
full and complete utidactior... &nould any further C!uedioru ariae concemin' my rirhu on a:tudy·ruated injury l may c:onu.ct 
The Staff Judge Advocate 
Mariigan Army Medical 
&! 
Cente:-, '!acoma, l.JA 98.l;3l; 'lelephone: (206) 96i-61.48 
. 
fn.c:mt •n" aoo......., en hOI:PU.Q, & P'-Onc ,...,.,orr un~u..cu· cu·s" CoQ.lJ 1 
l unoen:;anc tia~ l tn.!Y at any time ciurinr th~ c:oune of tilu nuoy nvoh my c:onnnt and wit.hr:ir.11..,. !rom tile -£:.udy withou! iurthcr 
pen.&lty or 108' o! benefit£ how~n:, l may be 0 required rrnlli~.-y 11ol•m,rr) or i:J rrque:ted tt:illllum llol.,nt .. rr) to uncier(lo certain 
c::c.uniD&tioD 1!, in the opinioll of tht attendinr phy~ician, ~uc:h ~ruinatioru are n~~'l')' ior my health anci well-oeint. My refus.al 
1.0 p.articipatt will .involve no ·penalty or 11)&1; of beneflu to whic:h lam ol.herwiae cntitie~ . . 
PART B ·TO BE COMPl.ETED BY tNVESTIGATDR 
INS'I'RU::TIONS FOR El.!:MEt\"'TS or INFORMED CONSEl\"'!':{ hovicie 11. ciet&iiet:l upianaiion in accorciancr with Appendix I:, 
· JJ, -40.38 or JJ.. 70.!!5.) 
The purpose of this study is to attempt to identify and define the relationship 
between vertical fixation disparity and essential hypertension (high blood pressure). 
Vertical fixation disparity is a small misalignment of the·up and down primary lines of 
sight of the two eyes when they coordinate the separate images from each eye into a 
single image that you see. Usually . this small misalignment does not cause double vision. 
Several studies done by other investigators suggest that there may be some relationship 
between hypertension and vertical fixation disparity. 
This study consists of testing procedures that are sometimes or frequently conducted 
during a routine periodic visual examination at the Optometry Clinic. A more thorough 
and in-depth evaluation will be conducted to assess the positioning of the eyes and any 
relationship to blood pressure. 
I 
fCO'I\"TTNUE ON REVEP..SE) 
I 
' 
_______________________________ _._, ______ _ 
PART 8. TO BE C:OMPI.ETEO BY INVESTICATOR reo""" 
The positioning of the eyes will be determined by having you view lines with different 110 
eyes. You will wear polarizing glasses (like those worn to view 3-D movies) for a short 
time while these measurements are being made. 
You will also· have your blood pressure taken and you will be asked to fill out a 
short questionnaire. 
There are no known risks involved in the assessment of eye positioning. Your name will 
be kept confidential and will not be used in any publication of the data. 
If you are a hypertensive patient, nothing in this study will constitute any modifica-
tion to the hypertensive treatment program your physician may have prescribed to you. 
This study is totally separate from any medications, therapies, or other recommendations 
your physician may have given. 
Any significant findings developed from this study will be available to you and may be 
obtained from your physician. 
Your participation in this study will be confidential. Information _gained from this 




SIGNATuRE ()f' VOLUNTEER OA TE .;IGNO:O :.luNA i u l'llo ur -'""""''- _. v- ..,.,.,;;; ~ _..,.. ill vouonl<~•r 
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APPLICATION FOR CLINICAL INVESTIGATION PROJECT 
(A R 40-.?s. IDATl 12 Feb 86 
TO 
Commander 
Madigan Army Medical Center 
Tacoma, Washington 98431 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Offtcwll'olltiOn and TitAe) 
MAJ Ronald D. Fancher_ MS 
Pacific University_ Forest Grove, OR 
Grad Student in Clin Optometry & Management 
- :TLE OF PROJECT 
Correlation Between Vertical Fixation Disparity and Essential Hypertension 
Co-investigators: 
CPT Steve Shaffer, MS 
Optometrist, MAMC 
OBJECTIVE (Bncf bur specific staremen£ o) the ohJeCIIPc oj tlris pro]cct) 
CPT Shank, AN 
Nurse Practitioner, MAMC 
To identify and define the relationship between vertical fixation disparity of the 
eyes and essential hypertension. This project will give information regarding 
possible links between the visual system and systemic physiology • 
.MEDICAL APPLICATION (ExpAain briefly the miAitary medical importance and pouible tUe{uAnen of the project) 
It is important to understand all factors which could cause or be correlated with . 
hypertension. If vertical fixation disparity can be shown to be an indicator of 
increased blood pressure, this measurement can be used as a referral criterion 
by vision care specialists who detect the condition. 
MAMC 9 ~~~ 0 369-Z Reoiaces edition dtd 2 Nov 77. whlcn m.ay oe usea. 
1 1 1 
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APPLICATION FOR CLINICAL INVESTIGATIOI\: PROJECT (CONTINUED) 
'Af.< 40· 381 
STATU~ ( k'l!a l 1111 .' ht·c·JI Ot'CUIIIJI/I.II IU) ur flith/1 .\ll< 'ti Ill til< f""/'U>n) or~:C OJ SIIIIJ\ 1 
In 1982, Sargent and Walls (Optometric Monthly, Jan 1982, pp 20-23) described the 
effects of correcting vertical fixation disparity in ten patients with essential 
hypertension. In all cases, significant blood pressure reduction was produced by 
the prescription of prisms for these patients. While this work was highly suggestive, 
it apparently has not been followed-up by other researchers until the 1984-85 project 
conducted at Pacific University, College of Optometry, under the supervision of 
Robert Yolton, O.D., Ph.D., and Niles Roth, Ph.D. In this project, 19 essential hyper-
tensive patients were selected at random from the records of the Optometry Clinic. 
Each of these patients had been diagnosed as essential hypertensive by a physician 
and was currently receiving medication for this condition. In addition, 19 patients 
with normal blood pressure were matched to the hypertensive patients on the basis of 
weight, smoking, use of oral contraceptives, family history, age, race, and sex. 
Vertical fixation disparities were measured for each patient by use of a standard 
clinical device (disparometer). The range of disparities for the hypertensive group 
was larger than the range for the normal patients and the mean fixation diiparity was 
significantly greater for the hypertensives. The results of this study are presently 
in manuscript form and should be published in 1986. The data confirm Sargent and 
Walls' findings and suggest that a larger study designed to further define the rela-
tionship between vertical fixation disparity and essential hypertension is appropriate. 
PLAN (Orlllmc exact!." lt'iJnt IS f1fUJIVJni tu be an·olllfJJlJ·hcJ 111 su}}1£'1l'111 J<·fail tu 11ulica1c a clear cuurSL· of acl/ult. Cfrrunu/og1ca/ steps . 
J1hascs and incr£' /JICIIIS) (L'.\C' ut/Jifluna l slu•c·t. ij f<'lfllircd) 
This project will better define the relationship between vertical fixation disparity 
and essential hypertension (see attached sheets). 
AMENDENTS PER IRB, 21 Feb 86: 
Forty subjects and 40 controls will be studied. 
The type of medication that each hypertensive subject is taking will be recorded and 
the data will be examined by subsets of the type of medication and compared for 
differences. 
FAC I ~-.ITIES TO 80: USE(.; {t.L .. /ar>um/rlf.\ H'On.i ciiiiiC/ 
MAMe Ont'f'lm<>~'rv CliniC's ma.in hosoital and/or Annex (TMC Ill) 
TIME WORK Wli..:.... BE.GIN (Htu/111/ IJIIU \1'/JI / 
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AFTER ACTION REPORT. Subrnitted to Dr. A.R. Reinke, O.D., Colonel(Ret.), 
Advisor, by Ronald D. Fanct·ter .. O.D., t-·1ajor, U.S. Army. 
Time/Dates: Departed : Forest Grove, 0600 hrs. 30 June 1986. 
Arr-ived: ryladigan Arrny r··1edical Center .. 0900hrs. 
Departed: t1adigan Arrny f1edica1 Center, 1700hrs .. l July 1986. 
Returned: Forest Grove .. 2100 hrs. 
Bock ground. Initially, it was tt"tougt"tt that an adequate number of 
research subjects for rny thesis proJect would be procured thr-ougt·, the 
r··1Ar···1c Cardiology/Hyper-tensive Cllnic. The nurse practitioner .. Cpt. John 
Shan!<, agreed to refer all candidates meeting the specified criteria to Cpt. 
Shaffer in the Optornetry Clinic. Cpt. Shaffer would seek normotensive 
subjects that matched the t·'!dPertensive profile. He vvould then arrange 
appointment times in coordination v·tiu·, rne . As detailed during rny Paciflc 
Universitl..l Research ar11j Av·lar-ds Thesis Proposal Presentation, Cpt. Stiank 
estirnaf.e,j that apprmdrnately si;< subjects per month could be obtained 
trwougt·, t·tirn . Tt·lis estimate has not been accurate, v·tith only two subjects 
obtai ned. 
For ob· ... ·ious reasons, it is irnperati·.,.·e that additional subject sources be 
investigated irnrnediately to oMain an eujequate number of sut,_iects to keep 
the project viable. This report v'lill detail my efforts to locate subJects. 
Accor-ding to r···1s. 'w'arner. ADP section, r··1AnC ,joe::; not utilize a centralized 
cornputer database. It v ... ·as therefore .. necessary to contact a 11 
deptn-trnents using a cornputer systern vvitt"t patient information H1at rnigt-tt 
prove useful. 
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Procedure_ I determined thfit there were potentially four systems 
within the hospital thfit could generate subjects- The Pharmacy Service, 
Family Practice Clinic, Centra 1 Appoi ntrnent Service, and Patient 
Admi ni strati on Service. The first three uti 1 i ze computer database 
system~;_, end the leter rnaintains over 100 .. 000 medicol records. The 
cornputer systems cannot "cross-tall<'' and sr,are their data W~1ich makes 
rapid retrieval and meaningful sorting impo~;sible . Many of the medical 
records were not located in the Records room. In all probability these are 
maintained at an outlying clinic w~-,ich ma~:es rapid screening impossible . 
.Tiie Pliermocy Service- Comptlter Spstern· 
Authorization Y.tas obtained from Ltc. _,Chief, Pharmacy .. to access their 
system. He directed his NCO I C to instruct me in the basics. This database 
is ver-y limited. Demogrerphic data, including age, was essentially 
non-existent. It was possible to select a medication and sort all 
prescriptions filled over a specified per-iod. A list of patients IJnd the 
practitioner was pro vi de d. Y./e se 1 ected a diuretic (Hydroch 1 orothi azide) , 
frequently used to treat hyperten~;ion .. IJnd asked the computer to provide 
the names of all patients getting that medication in the past two rnonths. 
V1e received a list of 1250 patients. For 3 hours I input 125 sociol 
security nurnbers and reviewed all medications thot the patients' \·vere 
toking. 
The strategy was to isolate patients that were only taking hypertensive 
medications. In most instances piJtients were taking multiple meds. for 
multiple conditions, ttws eliminating thern from consideration. This 
"back-door" approach \·vas necess~Jry to eliminate unse~tisfactory patients. 
However .. even those that passed this screening may not rneet the age .. 
'rtei gt·tt, or other health requirements . 
.T!Je t.?.otrol .4p/JO.l/Jlt!if'.l'i/ SB.rvice §J7Li Ctrl'ripttte.r sys·tel/1.' 
The 1 ogi cal ne>:t step to otrte~i n DOB (e~ge) .. phone number .. emd other personetl 
data \¥as througt·t CAS. Authorization to access their systern was obtainerj 
frorn './elrnt! .. the acting supervisor. Fortunately .. the supervi~;or was gone 
for u-,e dflY v·th1ch perrnitted rne Ute use of the only free terrninal. Having 
v·lork:ed at r-··1Afv1C in Ure past and having deve 1 operj rapport 'Ni th the 
personnel in CAS definatel!d paid di'·lifjenrjs ! The staff 'Nillingly helped me 
1 eern the u~:e of "their" S!dStern. I spent 4 ~tours i nputi n~~ eppro~~i rnate l y 70 
patient ID numbers and e~<trErcting inforrnation witt-1 fl discouraging yield of 
1 po%ible sut,ject based on age. 
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In additlon, Velma offered to let me sort through the appointment card file 
for patients waiting for follow-up hypertension evaluations. Although 
tliis line of seiJrching in oll prob~Jbility would not yield m~Jny patients with 
the criteria that I 'vVf!t; searching for, a desperate person will try nearly 
flrt\.lthinq i Out of 176 file cards screened, 31 patients remEJined thEJt met 
~ ~-
eqe requirements . 
The input of fourteen patient ID numbers failed to bring up data e>~cept for 
pet i ent nEJme. It is assumed at this time thet these are AD so 1 di ers \hthose 
records are maintained at a TMC. I will follow-up on these the next trip to 
Ft. Lewis, scheduled for .July 7-9. 
Ptltient .4dtll/tJistretioll Service. 
I met with LTC. Kun:mo, Ch. PAD_. to agetin familiarize him \·ViU1 my project 
and a~;sure him that I was authorized access to patient medical records. 
He approved rny request to "pull" the 31 records of possible subjects 
i dent ifi ed earlier at CAS. He contacted his records c 1 erk supervisor and 
arranged for rne to work in the file roorn. I then reviewed the 22 records 
that were found, e 1i rni nat i ng 21 based pri rnari 1 y because of overweight. 
The remaining 1 (see spread sheet, •23) is a definate possible! 
Those 9 records not located in the MAt'lC records room were either checked 
out by o c 1 i ni c, 1 ocoted at TMC # 1, or in 2 i nsttmces, the whereobouts was 
unknown. 
T/?8 FtJtni/4l.F.'rectice COlt'iDtltBr svstBf"r_."r ~ r ~ 
I spoke ¥tith a FP physician (I can't remember her nBrne), v·tho told me that 
they stopped inpuUng patlent information over 1 year ago due to personnel 
shorteges and 113ck of time. At H1at point I decided to defer pursuing the 
use of an old database since I'm mainly looking for younger,rnore trBnsient 
(t1y virtue of their octive duty milHBry ~;tEJtus) subJects. 
Results_ 
Eiase,j on tt1is rno::;t r-ecent trip of sem-ching ~1A~1C for potential subjects 
for my researct-, proJect, I located 32 "possibles" that need additional 
i nve::;t i gat ion. Of these .. the ages of 20 of them v·/as not found on the 
i nit i a 1 searctl This list of 32 "possi td e~;" will be the ob _i ect of rny ne~<t 
trip to Ft. Lewis, on 7-9 ..JultJ. An atternpt will be rnede to locete an;j 
re•.,•i e··,·v the r-ecords .. and if appropriate, to contact the pet i ents. 
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Conclusions_ 
Tv·to obvious statements cen t'e made follov-ling this trip . First end most 
i mportent from the stendpoi nt of my reseerch, is that the avail ab 1 e 
cornputer systems do not E!llov·i direct and efficient procurement of 
sut,jects. A systern presently does not exist that can identlfy outpetients 
based upon diagnosis. A second and more general observation is the~t a 
centra 1, comprehensive datat,e~se is needed in this lar~e t'ledi ce l Center. 
Better interservice planning, purche~sing, end coordination of computer 
systems could vastly improve the flexibllity and utility of this resource. 
Ronald D. Fancher-, O.D._. Major, U.S Army 
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After Action Report 
Dotes: 7 July 1986-10 July 1986. 
Locotion: Madigan Army Medical Center, Ft. Lewis, Washington. 
Purpose: 1. To follm·v-up on possible sut,jects that were identified the 
previous v·teek v·rt1i l e et tv1At'1C. 
2. To examine subjects that had been selected t1y Cpt. 
~;hank(Ccwdiology/Hypertensive Clinic), and scheduled by Cpt. 
st-taff er(Optornetry Clinic). 
3. To more vigorously broaden the search for subjects ot the 
troop clinics. Included in my plan, was the "selling" of myself and the 
project to as merry PA 's end Ptiysicians os possible. 
Doily Accomp1ishments: 
Monday} July_L Met with both Cpt. Shenk and Cpt. Stiaffer. We 
discussed possible vvays of identifying additional subjects and I stressed 
the absolute necessity to procure more subjects quickly or face 
discontinuence of the project. 
I met with LTC. Higbee} Dept. of Clinical Investigation} and discussed 
matters of protocol(to include DOD's Patient Consent Form). Dr. Higbee 
also provided me \·vith name~; of people to contact at Ft. Lewis who could 
possibly help me. 
Four Reconjs of "possible subjects"(see last after action repor-t spread 
~;heet), were obtained from the f"1A~1C records room} and revievved. Three 
\'Vere eliminated frorn consideratlon. The other is 41 yrs . and as of 30 
April 1986 has hyperl i pi derni a. This was the first time this condition was 
noted. He has been instructed in diet and \'v'ill be re-evaluated 17 . .July. 
Ottierv·li se J he met criteria. In discussing this case v·t1 ttl Cpt. Shank, he 
feels that we should not r/o on the basis of slightly increased 
fat/cholesterol levels. 
Contacted the Division Surgeon, LTC. Fortner, and e>:plained the project 
and my need for suitable subjects. He \·vas v·tilling to allow me 10 minutes 
to brief ell PA's ar11j Pl"tysicicms working in the troop clinics and 
dispensaries at the monthly Cf1E meeting on Thursday. 
Preperatlon of 50 copies of hand-out materials v·tith points-of-cont~:~ct 
for the Thursday briefing. 
Contacted The En'·lironrnental Health and Safety Office, and tt~lked with 
':;ue Scott, as recornrnende1j by LTC. Higt1ee. ':;ue is a civilian with a goo,j 
under-standing of tile Ft. Lev·ti::; clinics t~nd the best V·lay to obtain 
i nf ormation. Stie recornrnended that I also contt~ct t1rs . '·.Joss, secretar-y for 
H1e Chief, Cornrnunity Me1jicine. In addition, she thougt"tt Utat Major 
Betcheller, tvlDJ vvoultj t1e t1 good person to knov·t. He runs Tf"lC # 1 sick cell 
and sees many patients. 
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Finelly, she recommended celling the Corp. Surgeons Office. 
I followed-up on Sues· recommendeUons with the following results: 
I spoke with a Major in the Corp. sur-geons Office who couldn't offer 
emy help. He ogreed thet contecUng Comrnunity 11edicine end ttie OIC 
ot eact·, nedical Facility v·las the best bet. 
I personelly visited ~1n::. Voss_. Community Med., who I knew from my 
pre·.,.·i ous assignment at Ft. Lev·/i s. I discussed my pro _i ect witrt her 
and she thougtit her boss, LTC. Wrigl"!t_. would offer his support. He 
was unavai 1 ab 1 e to tB l k with me at that time. If he vvoul d support 
the project find make a formal tasking to all the troop cllnics under 
hi~: supervision, I could expect better comp 1 i a nee from P A's and 
physi ci erns than from my i nf orme 1 requests for assistance. 
Dinner_. including "light" thesis conversBtion ¥.'ith the Optometry ChieC 
LTC. Tony Eient1ey. 
Tuesday, July 8. Called the 4 subjects sctieduled to be e:><:arnined to 
remind them of their appointments. 1 subject had to cancel! 
Visited Plans_.Operations, and Training office to obtain the new edition 
of Table 1, Army 'rleigt1t For Height (Screening Table Weight)_. contained in 
AR 600-9. Not there. 
Visited Personnel, they t·tad the 1 ,Jan. 1986 edition_. t1ut not the update. 
I was fissured thtJt it is much the stJme. 
Began going dov·m the "possibles" list(see spreadsheet of last report) to 
Qet information. The post locator wt~s utilized to obtain units where the 
individuals worked. Then it \·vas possible, based on unit, to determine 
which medical treatment facility serviced end maintained the record. 
Examined 3 subjects t~t TMC # 1. One sut1ject proved to be a tremendous 
find. A lieutenant colonel nurse practitioner with primary hypertension_. 
on meds _. with e r-epeetab 1 e and constant VFD on all tests. Addi U on ally, he 
wcmte,j a new pair of glasses! And, agreed to take his ov·m BP regularly_. 
notin9 v·then he first starts \"tearing his ne~.·v glEJ~;:;ses(v•.'lth 1'vertlcal). This 
1jeparture from protocol will give useful information v·/ithout departing 
fr-orn standt~rd routine optornetr-i c treatment. The Qat i ent is a high 1 y 
tr-ained health care professional who fully understands the treatment and 
the reported 2 cases of hypotensive crisis described by Sargeant. He \·vill 
closely monitor BP an,j seek rne1jica1 care , then contact me_. srtoul1j such an 
event occur. 
\h/e1jnP.sday, .July 9. E~-~arni ned a subject i dent i fi ed on the "possi t!l es" 
list. He was e>~otropic with arnblyopia, Uierefore, disqualified. Hov·tever_. 
he requested a cornp lete B!de e>~am., which I supplied. 
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Severol Medicol Records were locoted ot TMC '*1 ond reviewed. None of 
the people were acceptatrle . Found that 1 of the "possibles" worked at the 
main hospital, plastic surgery clinic. I personally interviewed her and 
exple~ined the project to her. She met criteri~J(vision unknown), end egreed 
to participate. An appointment Y./as made for next week. 
Another patient we~s contected by phone and the study explained. 
AlH1ougt·J I was r-eluctant to telephonically contact patients, especially 
dependents, H seerned to go smoothly. The patient agreed to be examined 
ne~d. week. 
I visited the Cornmunity Health Nurse (Mary Pat Bergin-Sperry), in 
charge of health matters relating to civilians working at Ft. Lewis. I 
explained the study to ~1er and asked for her- as::istance in identifying 
suitatrl e subjects. She seemed wi 11 i ng to tie 1 p. At this point, I'm not sure 
about the legal ramifications of examining this category of patient. Often, 
these people are retired militewy or dependents of mllitt:~ry which would 
not be a problem. Before a bonafide civilian was exarnine,j, I would check 
witti • .JAG(leqal). 
Thursday, 10 .Jul~L Again "touched-bases" with Jotm Shank-no new 
prospects. 
Continued to locate "possibles'" units and where the records \·vere 
located. 
Gave a briefing to the Division Surgeon, Physicians .. Nurses, and PA's. 
They were polite,seemed interested, and didn't throw me out, so I think the 
venture \..vas worthwhile. Even a few referrals would make it o success! 
Submitted \ntritten requests(DF's)esking the Ch. of Community t1edicine 
and tr1e Div. Surg. to issue formal taskings to the TMC's under their control 
to support my ~:tudy. This was done at the request of one of the physicians 
to recognize the additional \Nork thot would t1e required of physicians and 
PA's to support rny pr-oject. 
Ex ami ned the 1 ast subject. Obtai ned from the "possi trl es" ll st. 
Happened to see a civilian physician(Dr. Kittredge), who I knew whlle 
a<.::signed to t1A~1C. I mentioned rny study end ttie difficulty in finding 
patients. He inviterj rne to his office and began thurnbing through a desk 
cal ernjar which contained name~; . Narnes of past patients ~Nitti diagnoses! 
He thumbed back 2 month<.:: and identified ten(last narnes only), active duty 
with hypertension, prot1ab 1 y on medication~: . I will f o 11 o\N-up on these 
leads ne:x:t \rteek:. 
Tr-ied unsuccessfully to reacr·r one last "possittle" try phone before the 
clinic \Vas close1j for the day. 
Conclusion. The fol1owing surnrnary list<.:: the status of tJre 32 
"possible<.::" listed on last v·/eeks spread sheet: 
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Eliminated, due to age : 2 
Active Duty, age rnargine~1(41-43) 3 
Active Duty .. more do to needed(revi ev·i records) 5 
No 1 onger at Ft. Lewis 1 l 
V·lher-eabout:: unknov·m 
Unatrle to locate records(between clinics?) 
No longer on hypertensive medication 
Overv·;ei ght r, L 
Reconjs at r·1cChord AFB(Dependent) 
Scheduled for eye exam. 2 
E~es e~<ami ned. Accepted into stu•j!.l 
- . ~ 
Eyes e>~amined .. Not Acceptatrle 
11eets Requi rernent::( + hyperl i pi demi a) 
(unab 1 e to reech trw phone to schedule e~e exam.) 
~ ~ 
As can be appreciated frorn the table, sorne forward progress did take 
plflce . f'1em~J "key" people 'Nere contflcted and fill that can be done to locate 
sutr_iect::: is .. I believe, being done. Three hypertensives have now been 
e>~arni ned, and there is good reason to be 1 i eve that tt1ree more wi 11 be 
e;<amined next wee!( \'Vhen I return to Ft.Lev·ris. With additional people 
helping, I am encouraged that the pr-o_iect wi11 go fon·ven-d and adequate 
sutrject:: v·..-ill be obtained. 
F~ eport :::ut,rnitted to A.R. Reinke, O.D ... Co1.(Ret.), Advisor 
by Ronald D. Fancher, 0.0., r'1Bj ... IJ~;. Anny 
-~ 
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10 July 1986. 
As outlined during my briefing today, I am in search of patients for 
an approved research project(see attachment). 
In conversation with Maj. Batcheller, he agreed to support this search, 
and requested that I get a formal tasking thru LTC. Wright. Although 
I do not feel that this project will require much time on the part of PA' 
and physicians, it does require additional efforts and should ,therefore, 
be recognized. 
Similiarly, I would appreciate a tasking request from you to the TMC's 
under your supervision. 
Ronald D. Fancher, O.D . 
IJA FORM AUG 80 2496 PREVIOUS EDITIONS WILL BE USED 1>U S. G.P 0 1982-386-545 
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APPENDIX K 
PERSONAL WRITTEN CORRESPONDENCE FROM W. G. SARGENT, OD, RPH 
.. -
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DR. WILLIAM G. SARGENT 
U.S. 23 NORTH 
PRESTONSBURG, KY 41653 
Dr. Ronald D. Fancher, Major, US Army 
3026 NW Watercrest Rd., 
Forest Grove, Oregon 97116 
Dear Friend, 
My assistance to you will be a maximum. 
~··J ) . J 
.'- ~·'( c I '·'\'.-
""- . t4 . . 
In Jan. 1982 I had 150 patients that responded to prism 
glasses to correct their blood pressure. Last year I stopped 
counting after 500 total patients were corrected with this 
treatment. If the A.M.A. will not believe 500 patients 
corrected then they will not believe any number. 
Your second question will take more than a short answer. 
The short answer is that you give all the correction found. 
I will sum up, step by step, the way I find and use prism. 
Also, an explanation as to my theory of what is happening 
in the brain. 
The third question: I use the distance (20ft.) A.O. 
Vectographic slide for the first stage of correction and 
I use the near point card to double check. If the patient 
does not align with the near point card then I try to align 
at near then go back to the distance and recheck for align-
ment. The vertical disparity in every case has b~en corrected 
by this procedure. The lateral disparity is not in every 
case corrected both far and near. Generally, I would correct 
the distance lateral and give home training for the near 
disparity. A near oriented patient·may need two prescriptions, 
one in the distance with training and a second Rx. for on the 
job comfort until the distance Rx. can be used at near. 
Yes, your conclusion concerning my thoughts about the 
vertical disparity is correct. Both lateral and vertical 
disparity are important in correcting the patient but the 
vertical is the real problem in most cases. I find that a 
lateral disparity as the patient may show may or may not be 
real. I find that a lateral disparity, eso or exo will be 
corrected many times by giving vertical prism. What the 
patient shows is his adaptation to another problem. Most 
of the time what he shows is his problem but not always. 
Evidence is now with us that a source of electrical 
impulses exists. Not as the past has indicated--spontaneous 
release from the brain as a whole. From the work of many 
different neuro~physiologist in their implanting micro-electrodes 
in different locations in the brain and the clinical .work 
in my office correlated with their work has reveile~ the 
source or location of these impulses. The theory would be 
too long for this letter but I will send you one of my papers 
which would give you some idea as to my thinking on the subject. 
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A SUSTAINED FLOW OF ELECTRICAL IMPULSES IS NOTED IN EVERY 
PATIENT. Our problem is that of determining how much--too 
much is the patient sending to the extra ocular muscles to 
hold an ortho position or as close as the ~atient can pull 
to ortho position. At least half of the patients seen as 
ortho receive some vertical prism. If the patient has hyper-
tension and is ortho on the fixation disparity slide then I 
consider this a challenge to determine his skew direction 
and correct to control his hypertension. Not all hypertension 
is caused by the visual system but far more than one would think. 
The patient must be put at ease as the first step in 
getting him to reduce the number of sustained electrical 
impulses sent to the extra ocular muscles to hold his eyes 
in alignment. Often the prescription thai I prescribe will 
cause diplopia when first put on the patient. 
PROCEDURE: 
1. Obtain monocular BVA and adjust the normal way. 
11. Check axis, power and balance with the vectogrephic 
bino exam. 
111. Check to see if the patient is looking through the 
center of the lenses. Adjustment is often necessary. 
lV. Show the patient the cross with the central lock. 
(a) If the patient is ortho then go to the muscle test 
for any movement. If misaligned the test is positive. 
If the patient aligns these lines-~this is meaningless 
as the patient will make a cross of these lines by 
his own efforts. 
(b) If the lines are aligned then I go to the malingering 
suppression rowes and check for possible vertical. 
Note: Due to a peripheral lock the movement MAY 
be in the other direction but not always. 
(c) If he'aligns here then I go to the bino. balance to 
check for a vertical. Often you may ask the 
patient to move a toe and note for any movement. 
(d) If all of the above fails to show a direction of a 
vertical then I occlude the dominant eye for three 
minutes or so and place a 20{20 ' 1ine with brackets 
to isolate then quickly remove the occluder in the 
refractor and check for 2nd. image as to higher 
or lower. 
If any one of the above reveal retinal disparties then go 
back to the cross with a central lock and give relieving prism to 
align then check the stereo circles . for 3rd. degree fusion. 
Get some idea as to how far each circle comes out of the screen. 
Take more time here than you (the doctor) needs in this phase of 
the exam. The patient may not see the circles in stereo with 
this amount of prism to obtain the ortho position. Now, go back 
to the cross with the central lock and give relieving prism in 1/2 
prism diopter stops each time to push the patient off in the other 
. 
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direction---again go to the stereo circles and check of 3rd. degree 
fusion. Continue this cycle until the patient is off in the directi< 
you pushed him. Now, reduce the amount of prism to a position 
the patient can hold with a buffer in both directions. Do not allow 
the patient to break the chain of looking at the cross with the 
central lock and with some speed to the stereo circles. This 
is where you are changing the sustained flow of electrical impulses. 
To check this amount of prism go to the malingering suppression 
line to see if any letters are up or down and fine tune the prism. 
After three trips through the AO vectographic distance slide then 
go to near. Check .near acuity. : Check near pt. card for alignment. 
If the vertical is off any adjust for alignment then go back to the 
distance and check for alignment. The vertical will align both far 
near. If single vision then I split the difference in the refractor 
for the P.D. and hold the near card for alignment then remove with 
the distance slide in place and check for alignment. This also help: 
in fine tuning. 
Your lab. can make or break you in this work. I use prism 
0.1 diopters and expect the lab. to produce this with accuracy. 
labs will tell you this cannot be done but if you do not accept 
excuses then you get very close to what you want. 




same results but I would say that this general method evolved from 
25,000 examinations over a ten year period of time. GOD was· constan · 
asked to guide my thoughts and decisions in all this work. My 
success in this work represents GOD'S greatness to allow his servant 
to toy with his work. 
IN CHRISTIAN LOVE 
fl)~n fl/~'ij~i -
William G. Sargent OD. 
